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Princeton, Caldwell Coun , Kentucky, Thursday, May 12, 1949

oup Organizes
° Fight Boost
Assessments
Letter Prepared To
Form
State
protest Action Of
commission;
Tax

ijsonby Chairman

„ding the Revenue Des els over stepped its
eout 925 Caldwell counss met last week to proel of the department in
"50 assessments after the
Supervisors had lowereel by the County Tax
aided by two represent. the State Department

tenittee composed of
of the Board of Superogistrates, an additioner from each magisteriet a chairman and a
-treasurer v.ras elected
sent the protestant&
• Lisanby was named
, and William E. Jones,
-treasurer. Other mem. William G. Pickering,
Ic.Dov.oell, Jesse Blalock,
:Samson, J. C. Vinson,
Kevil and Roy Traylor,
..ss; Elbert McCaslin,
esland, J. T. White,
etee, Arthur Wigginton,
Bond and Calvin Oates,
- :es, and Dr. B. L. KeenAsher, Clyde Clayton, R.
•.ndy, Dungan Ordway,
G. Harralson and Por-

MI6

letter, to H. Clyde
. chairman of the Nen-ax Commission, has been
for dissatisfied taxpayend to Mr. Reeves, prothe recent increase in
'at. It states, in part,
increase was arbiraily
the commission without
the undersigned or
. hearing, and that the
- manner in increasing
,ement without appeal,
r hearing constitutes a
f property without due
f law and is therefore
to the Constitution of
•ed States of America
Constitution of the Cornh of Kentucky, and tin. rnal.
-airman. seeretary-treas-A Mr. Pickering. who
s chairman of the Board
visors, were in Frankweek to see Mr. Reeves
re report of the trip was
Fred Taylor Suffers

Foot In Fall
its condition of Mrs. Fred
who received a broken
ia a fell at her home on S.
street last week, is reto the improved. She will
zab]e to walk, without aid
c:utches. for about six weeks,
physician advises.

Temperature Drops
After Hail Storm
The temperature, which
had climbed to e4 degrees
Friday, took a sudden drop
after
Monday afternoon's
hail storm. Monday night
the temperature was in the
low 50's, and the lowest for
the week was Tuesday night
when the mercury went
down to 43 degrees, A. M.
Harvill, official weather recorder, said. He reported 1.86
inches of rain fell Monday.
Inauranes companies say
most of the damage reported to them was roof damage
from hail.

Miss Gray Named
BPW President
Other Officers Chosen;
Installation To Be
In June
Miss Elizabeth Gray was elected president of the Business and
Professional Women's Club at
Monday night's meeting and will
be installed at the June meeting. She succeeds Mis Mary Wilson Eldred.
Others elected were Mrs. Lillie Belle Childress, vice-president, succeeding Miss Dixele Lois
Jacobs; Mrs. Hanle Overbey,
treasurer, Mrs. Mae Blades; Mrs.
Ethel French, recording secretary, Miss Virginia Hodge, and
Mrs. Lillian Pruett, corresponding secretary, Mrs. Leona Averdick.
Mrs. Mae Blades and Miss Virginia Morgan were named delegates and Mrs. Arney Rawls and
Miss Virginia McC,aslin, alternates, to the State convention to
meet in June in Oweneboro.
Members who plan to attend the
convention are reqtiested to notify Mrs. Lucille Hammond or
Mrs. Aline Williamson.
The club is sponsoring a benefit bridge Thursday night in the
Henrietta Hotel.
Senior girls of Butler High
School were guests of the club
Monday night. Selections to show
beauty in prose and poetry were
read by Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Jr.

Attend District Meeting
At Lafayette Tuesday
Dr. and Mrs. Summers Brinson, Mrs. Charles Hubbard and
Mrs. F. K. Wylie attended a
meeting of the Hopkinsville District Conference of the Methodist Church Tuesday at Lafayette.
visiting in North Carolina
I Mrs. Sam Koltinsky left Sunday. via plane from Nashville,
Tenn. to Roanoke Rapids, N. C.,
where she is visiting her daughter, Mrs. William J. Edwards,
and little son, William J., III.
Mrs. Koltinsky was accompanied
to Nashville by Judge and Mrs.
G. G. Harrelson.

Mrs, S. J. Larkins Seeks
Re-Election To Office
To the voters of . Caldwell
After careful considersand soliciting a number of
fonds throughout the counsel being assured of their
and influence, I hereby
Sty formal announcement
candidate for re-election
the office of
County Tax
is -eerier, subject to
the acct the
Democratic primary.
Ieit the voters realize
that
Office of County Tax Cornof vast responsibilile/Wring a broad knowl,
the various tax problems
which we have to deal. I
that 5 years
experience
while serving as
County
Commiasioner
has better
ad me for the pff
ice.
llteterd to the
re-assesarrient
dwell county the past
year,

I Would like to say that I certainly did not request or desire
the assistance of the Revenue
Department in making the 1948
assessment.
If you will read your. Kentucky Revised State, KRS 132420, of the Kentucky larw on the
assessment of property taxes you
will see (quote) "The county
Tax Commissioner shall, subject
to the direction, instruction and
supervision of the Department
of Revenue, make the assessment
of all property in his or her
county, prepare the property
schedules and have such other
powers and dutleg at may be
Imposed by law or the Depart.
ment of Revenue" (Unquote)
The law also says that the
county Tax CcenrniallOner, even
(Please turn to 'Page six)

Clyde O. Wood Asks For
ndorsement Of Voters

To the
Voters of Caldwell
I wish to offer myself as a
e.ute for
re-election as judge
'
well Count!. If you think
Pe:formed my duties sat_
•dc.„ "uriatt TrIV present term
:_rt'efoir 101
1, ..elec
11 aptpier7iate your
trled to the best of my
"
'to for Democrats and
'arts alike during
the last
'1 I have had splendid co'1 front
every one
WI it has hue a In the
pleasure
with the People of this

If re-elected I will try to perform my duties during the next
as I have during this
4 Years
present term and to the best of
my ability do everything possible
for the benefit of the Pe°01114111d
Caldwell county: I am a Veteran of World War I and sin behind all veteran movements.
I hope to see every Vetter Personally but if I am unable to do
so, please take this as my personal solicitation to eve m* your
support during the August Dernocratk primary, 1949.
Clyde O. Wood

Miss Shoulders
To Enter State
4-H Style Revue

$50,000 To Be Spent
On Recreation Area

Citizens' Health
Committee Is
Formed In County

•"' I:1
4)
1.441
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Finals Start Sunday
For Butler Gait:hi-cites

Of Pennyrile Park
Madisonville—The State Department of Conservation plans
to spend $50,000 for improvements at Pennyrile State Park
Is First In County
To Be Representative
south of Dawson Springs, ConContest; Other Rally
Of
The People Of
servation Commissioner Henry
Betty Jo Lester Is Valedictorian, Gene Croft
Ward has announced.
Day Winners To Go
Caldwell
In
Public
Salutatorian
On Basis Of Grades; Class Night
Ward, who was here for an
To Lexington
Health Problems
address at the Kiwanis Club
To Be Observed May 17, Commencement, May 19
Jacqueline Shoulders, winner
A Citizen's Health Committee
luncheon, said the money will be
Valeelictorien of the High
Dr. M. F.. Ligon, head of the
of the Style Revue at Rally Day spent to rebuild facilities at the has been organized in Caldwell
School Senior Class is Betty Jo Division of Inestruction and
Saturday for Caldwell county 4- recreation area, including recon- county to serve as a representaLester, who will deliver her adH Club members, will represent struction of the beach.
tive of the people in all public
dress at Class Night exercises, Placement, College of Education,
University of Kentucky, will
the county in the State style Rehealth problems which are re7:30 o'clock Tuesday niglit, May
speak at graduation exercises,
lated to the work of the County
vue at 4-H Week, June 7-11,
Charles I. Henry To Be
17, in Butler auditorium.
o'clock, Thursday night,
Health Department, Mrs. Arney
University of Kentucky, LexingCommencement Speaker; The salutatory will be made by 7:30
May 19.
T. Rawls, clerk of the departton. Miss Shoulders modeled a
Gene Croft. These seniors were
Joycedene Howton Is
The speaker will be introduced
ment has announced.
beige gabardine suit.
chosen to make the addresses beby C. T. Pollard, superintendent
The committee is composed of Valedictorian
Others who won trips to 4-H
cause of their scholastic records,
or city schools. Principal C. A.
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, Mrs.
Week are Robert Seymore, winTwenty-four graduates will reA. Horn, principal, said.
Horn will recommend the seniors
Civic Organizations Join Ralph L. Cash, R. A. Mabry, ceive diplomas at commencement C.Awards
ner of the boys' single demonto be presented Class
county. agent; Clifton
Cliff, exercises 8 o'clock, Thursday night will include Goldnamer's to the Board of Education, and
stration, with how to treat plant To Solicit For Boy
county school superintendent; night, May 19, at Fredonia High English award, Lucille Baker diplomas, will be presented by
beds with methyl bromide;
R. S. Gregory, chairman of the
Dr. J. M. Moore, representing School.
Frank Pool and Jianmy Wallace, Movement
UDC award, and prizes for schoA special steering committee the physicians; Dr. W. E. Willis,
board.
winners of the boys' team deThey
are
Martha
Jane
Belt,
larship,
citizenship,
home
ecofor organization of the annual representing the dentists, and E.
The invocation will be by Dr.
monstration, how to build a farEgbert
Carrier, Joe Edward nomics, music and athletics.
Summers Brinson, pastor of Ogrowing house, and Roy Massey, Boy Scout Fund Campaign met M. MeCaslin, magistrate, repre- Francis, Margaret Lowery,
Among
those
taking part in
Jr., and Harley Lowery, win- Tuesday at the K. U. office to senting the Fiscal Court.
Joycedene Howton, Norma Jean the traditional Class Night pro- den Memorial Methodist Church,
Committee members will re- Jackson, Wilma Green, Bonnie gram will be Jacqueline Should- and benediction will be proners of the water management elect a chairman and plan the
coming campaign.
nounced by Alton Templeton,
ceive certificates of appointment
demonstration, contouring.
Grayson Harrelson, was select- from Dr. Bruce Underwood, Jean King, Mildred Keel, Doris ers, historian; Joes Stallins, chairman of The board, First
Representing Caldwell county
Harper,
Joann
Bugg
Martin,
lawyer;
Bonnie
Oliver,
prophet,
Christian Church.
in the district 4-H contests Wed- ed as chairman for the solicita- State health commissioner, who Johnny B. Martin.
and Joann King, grumbler.
Music will include "Homing"
has requested that such commitnesday, May 25, at Hopkinsville tion.
Henry
Conway,
James
GoodThe committee agreed to ask tees be organized in every counsung by the girls' chorus,
will be Robert Sernore, boys'
aker, Rube Thursten, Jr., Georgia
"Morning" by Margaret Grisham,
individual demonstration; Jim- each service organization in ty.
Phelps, Jimella Watson, Pauline
soprano, and "Kentucky Babe"
It is the duty of the Citizens' Sheridan, Betty Jean Sheridan,
my Wallace and Frank Pool, Princeton to provide a team of
by the male quartet.
team demonstration; James six persons to carry out the in- Health Committee, Dr. Under- Barbara Traylor, Joy Vinson,
Processional and
recessional
wood said, to help The health
Hodge and Charles Adams, ter- dividual solicitation.
Merle Drain, was elected to department reach the people and Sherry Salyers, Louise Mitchell
for both commencement and bacracing team; Roy Massey, Jr.,
and
Frankie
Wright.
City School Board Hires calaureate will be played by an
and Harley Lowry, contouring serve as captain of the team from the people reach the department
Charles I. Henry, Madisonville
New Teacher; Mrs.
instrumental ensemble.
team, and Sue Wadlington, in- the Kiwanis Club. Dr. W. E. It should assist the county health banker and former Mayfield
Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, pastor
dividual girls' demonstration, Willis, dentist, was elected to officer and county sanitarian to school superintendent, will speak
Adams
Resigns
serve as captain of the Rotary develop and maintain the best
how to pack a school lunch.
In its regular meeting at the of First Baptist Church, will deat
graduation.
The
invocation
posssible County Health DepartWinners in Rally Day contests Club team.
Superintendept's office Tuesday liver the address at baccalaureSam Steger, agreed to furnish ment. It should work under the will be given by the Rev. Ray
and their, prizes were:
night,
the Princeton City Board ate services, 7:30 o'clock Sunday
Wigginton,
pastor
of
Cumberland
Unit 1—Joyce Wood first, 50 a teem from the Princeton V. F. professional guidance of the Presbyterian Church, and the of Education took the following night, May 15.
Rev. F. M. Masters will give
county health officer and the benediction will be by the Rev. action:
cents, and Sue Smiley, second, W. Post.
Gordon Glenn will captain a County Board of Health.
i v ision ;
25 cents, potholder
The Board set the private and the invocation, and the Rev.
R. M. Stovall, pastor of Walnut
Dr. W. L. Cash is health of- Grove Baptist Church.
Ardena Crenshaw, first, 50 cents, team of Elk's Club members.
public tuition rates for the school David W. Schulhere pastor of
Mrs. Eugene L. Williamson, ficer and Robert S. Jacob is saniCentral Presbyterian Church,
and Dorothy Massey, second, 25
Music will be "In the Garden year 19949-50 as follows; Butcents, towel division; Joyce will serve as captain of a team tarian. The Board of Health is of Tomorrow", sung by a quar- ler High School, $60; Eastside will pronounce the benediction.
Music will include "Now Let
Wood, first, $1; Ardena Cren- of workers from the Princeton made up of Clyde 0. Wood, tet composed of Wilma Green, Elementary School, $36; Dotson
shaw, second, 50 cents, and Doro- Business and Professional Wo- county judge; C. R. Baker„ coun- Bonnie King, Joycedene Howton Elementary School, $36; Dotson Every Tongue Adore Thee" sung
by the milted chorus and "The
ty attorney; Dr. Ralph L. Cash, and Doris Harper, and "Rose of High School, $45..
thy Massey, third, 25 cents, men's Club.
The steering committee in- Dr. I. Z. Barber and Dr. K. L.
apron division; Ida Lou Lamb,
Tuition rates have been; For Lord's Prayer" by the girls' trio.
Picardy", sung by a trio made
Graduates will be Jimmie Dale
Dorothy Jean Massey, Adrena dicated that Princeton has al- Barnes
up of Misses Green, King and the elementary grades, $18; for
Co-operation of the newly- Howton.
Crenshaw, Sue Smiley and Joyce ways been in the lead as a supButler High, $45; for Dotson Adams, Ruth Isabelle Adams,
Jule Marie Babb, Lillian Rae
Ann Wood, blue ribbons, and porter of the Boy Scout move- formed committee and the peoRev. Mr. Wigginton will High, $31.50. The new rates do
Ora May Johnson, Suzanne mtent. This load the past years ple of Caldwell will give the preach the baccalaureate sermon not approach actual cost to the Barnes, Lois Laverne Boitnott,
White and Bobby Sue Stallins, has been carried by one or two county a greater opportunity to at 8 o'clock Sunday night, May school system of handling pupils, Willard Clinton Brandon, Nancy
of the citizens of Princeton but develop the type of public health
Ann Cardin, Lillie Pearl Lax
red ribbons.
15, in the auditorium. Invocation Supt. C. T. Pollard said.
Unit II, housecoat and pajamas it is hoped a distribution of the program needed by the County and 'benediction will be by the
The board elected Mrs. Madie Cayce, Donald Ray Clark, Rus—Bonnie Lowery and Marlene work through the civic organi- Health Department, Mrs. Rawls Rev. Mr. Stovall.
Owens to a third grade teaching sell Eugene Croft, Jr., James
Charles Cummins, Rosetta Dell
Lowery, tied for .first, 75 cents zations will give more indivi- said.
The class night program at position at Eastside School.
each; Janice French, Anna Rose duals an opportunity to support
Mrs. Virgil Nuckols was re- Cummings.
8 o'clock Tuesday night, May 17,
Delores C. Darnell, Joyce Kay
Hill and Margaret Ann Vinson, Scouting.
will include valedictory, Joyce- elected lunchroom matron at
Dearing, Margaret Marie Drenblue ribbons; Helen Mitchell, Team captains and team memdene Howton: salutatory, Martha Eastside School.
Freda Collie and Ruth Kay Ash- bers will meet at the K. U. ofBids to supply coal to three nan, Floyd T. Dunbar, W. R.
Jane Belt; will, Barbara Trayby, red ribbons, and Patricia fice Tuesday morning, May 17,
lor; history, Egbert Carner, and schools were opened and a con- Ethridge, Edward Everett Glass.
tract was awarded to C. A. Mary Lena Glass, Margaret June
Ann Oliver and Helen Mitchell, at 9 o'clock for selection of prospoem, Joann Bugg Martin.
pect cards.
Grisham, Kenneth Hall, Jerry
white ribbons.
Included in awards to be made Bramlett.
$800 Needed To
Unit III, dress-up or school
The board accepted with re- B. Hogan, Ann Magraw Humduring commencement week are
Ruby Lee Johnson, Joann
dress—Marion Joy Young, first, 40 Eastside Pupils
Keep Clubhouse Operat- those of agriculture, citizenship gret the resignation of Mrs. Earl phries,
Adams, as Home Economics King, Betty Jo Lester, Jerome
$1; Helen Fears, second 50 cents;
and
scholarship,
Guy
G.
Nichols,
Take Train Trip
ing Another Year
R. Loftus.
Linda Orange. Lue Ann Creekteacher at Butler High School.
About 40 pupils of East side
Supporters of the Teen-Age principal, said.
Patty Jean Martin, Billie Gene
(Please turn to back page)
A motion was carried authorFourth Grade, taught by Mrs. Club and its clubhouse, corner
izing the Board of Education to Mitchell, Nigel Ladd Mitchell,
Paul Cunningham, made a trip of Locust and Darby streets, are Charles A. Lisanby
execute a contract with the State Wilma Williams McKinney, EdTuesday to Dawson Springs by being asked this week for doIs
Much
Better
Board of Health for $300, for ward Neal, Bonnie Oliver, Patty
car and returned by train. This nations with which to keep this
Charles Alvin Lisanby, who services to be rendered during Jean Oliver, Dona Marie Oiler,
is the first trip of this type taken project in operation. About $800 has been
J. B. Ortt, Mattie Grace Pettit,
seriously ill in New the school year 1949-50.
by children of Princeton schools. a year is needed, for the super- York, N. Y., is much
better, his
The board authorized the Band Charles Edward P'Pool, Harold
the teacher said. Parents who visor's salary, light, heat, taxes
grandmother, Mrs. R. W. Lisan- Boosters Club and the Butler Bedford Price, Della Morgan
Winders To Compete , took the Fourth Grades to Daw- and insurance, a member of the by, said Tuesday. His parents, High Athletic Association, joint- Rorer.
son Springs are Earl Adams, finance committee said.
Sarah Joyce Scott, Thomas D.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, ly, to handle ticket sales for the
In State And District
Virgil Smith and George SteMelvin Fralick is chairman of who have been with him several
1949-50 Butler High football Sholar, Jacqueline Lester
phens and Mesdames William the committee conducting the weeks are expected to return
Events
Shoulders, Marjorie Shoulders,
season.
A judging contest for 4-H Club Pickering, Billy Gresham, Ira campaign. Other members are: C. this weekend, stopping en route
The board decided to make Douglas Lee Skinner, Joel NorDavid
Morgan,
John
Wisand
Fears,
John
Merle
Drain
o'clock
Horn,
10
et.
place
at
will
take
girls
to visit another son, Jimmy, U. some improvements in the light- man Stallins, Thomas Eugene
Saturday morning, May 14, in dom and Orma Travis. The co- Schulherr, representing the Ki- S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, ing system at Eastside School Tandy, Kenneth Dunning Teear,
Waldron
train
officials
and
Bruce
wanis Club, and
the circuit courtroom, Princeton. operation of
James Alan Wood, Mitchell Olus
Md.
next year.
Both Caldwell and Lyon coun- parents was greatly appriciated, and Russell Goodaker, representWood, Wanda Rose Wood, Doroing the Rotary Club.
ty club members will judge can- the class publicity group said.
thy Yates, Helen Faye Young.
Faculty Picnic
About 175 letters were mailed Called To Hickman
ning, foods and clothing. The
Class sponsors are Miss Reto previous donors toward sup- By Brother's Death
two counties are not competing To Attend Presbytery
bekah Henderson, Miss Gladys
Will Be Monday
Club
and
porting
the
Teen-Age
will
each
against each other, and
Mrs. Clay Gresham was callThe annual picnic for faculty Knott and K. V. Bryant.
early response has been good it ed to Hickman Wednesday of members of Butler High School
have its own representatives in Today At Hopkinsville
chosen
to
Leonard
Groom
was
was stated.
district and State contests.
last week 'by the death of a and Eastside Grade School and
Club Representatives
represent Central Presbyterian
brother, Tillman Scott., Mr. Scott their families will be at 5:30 o'Plans are being made for counChurch at a meeting of Princeto'zitTo
Attend Rose Meeting
division
each
in
ill
health
for
about
winners
had
been
in
clock
Monday
ty
afternoon, May 16
today at First Superintendents Attend
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt
a year, but was not seriously ill at Kuttawa Springs.
tend 4-H Week, June 7-11, in ton Presbytery
will represent the Princeton Rose
Lexington. Winners in The foods Presbyterian Church, Hopkins- School Meeting Monday
until a few days before his death.
C. T. Pollard and Clifton Chit, He was the son of the late G.
and
Garden Club Thursday
judging will compete in the State ville. Frank Craig was named
Arm Broken In
through Sunday at a meeting of
contest, and winners in canning alternate. Rev. David W. Schul- superintendents of city and coun- H. Scott, Trigg county.
herr
will
also
attend
the
meetrespectively,
ty school boards,
Fall From Tricycle
the All-American Rose Society,
and clothing will go to the dis,
attended a general meeting of Nancy Stowers Will
.1Van Yandell, 2-year-old son of Chattanooga, Tenn. The Nicholltrict contest. Those who win in ing,
superintendents of this region
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Yandell, Fre- son Bowl Award, highest award
the district will go the the State
Study in New York
Monday in Madisonville. The
Ill Of Inhnemia
Miss Nancy Stowers, public donia, received a broken arm re- given in the United States for
contests,
Mrs. rouleine Rogers, 'Fredonia, group discussed the State equali- school music instructor for But- cently when he fell from his a rose, will be presented. SpeciThe diarict Meeting will be
is Ill of influenza.
zation fund.
ler and Eastside Schools, will tricycle. He is recuperating men roses will also be shown
Wednesday, May 25, in Hopkinsfrom foreign countries.
enter
The Juilliard School of rapidly, his mother said,
ville.
Music, New York City, July 1,
Miss Wilma Vandiver and Miss
she announced this week, for the
Mae Kathryn Blackford, home
0
summer term. Miss Stowers,
demonstration agents in Caldwell
whose home Is in Bluefield, West
and Lyon counties., respectiveVa., will return here in Seply, will judge Saturday's contests
tember to resume her teaching
which are open to any 4-H club
duties.
girl.
To the Citizens end Voters of port during this term of office,
Butler High School Band, girls' Hogan and John Neweom, cornet
—
Caldwell County.
and all that I will promise if
glee club, ensembles and soloists trio, all of whom were rated Attend Derby
THREE ADDITIONAL
I am hereby offering myself as re-elected is that I will do what
will participrte in the State superior in the recent district • Among persons, from there atCASES OF SCARLET
Music Festival Friday and Sat- contests, and Rosie Beck, E-flat tending the Kentucky Derby in a candidate on the Deancratic I think is right and perform my
Louisville Saturday were Mr. ticket for re-election to the of- duties according to law in all
urday in Bowling C.meen.
FEVER REPORTED
alto clarinet, and Donna Marcia
and Mrs. John Ed Young, Mt. fice of County Attorney of CaldThe glee club will sing Friday
Three additional cases of scarmatters and under all circumBodnott, oboe, both of whom and Mrs. E. R. Koltinsky Mr. well County.
let fever in Caldwell county and instrumental entries will
were rated excellent In the dis- and Moe Howard E. Day, George
During this term as County At- stances.
have been reported by Dr. W. compete Saturday.
and Bob Stevens and Miss Mary torney I have done my utmost to
I am a Veteran of World War
L. Cants, county health officer. Besides the band, those who will trict.
perform my duties to the best of Two, serving in the Army for
Singing in the State Chorus Wilem Eldred.
One is Dorothy Irene Peek, 10- enter Saturday's contests all
my ability, without special privi- 3 years. 1 year being overseas.
year-old daughter of Mr. and Bobby McConnell, cornet; Pat Saturday in Lexington will he
Mrs. Cecil Peek, Sand Lick road, Horn, E-flat alte saxophone; Joyce Dearing, first soprano; John Doan, Scout executive, leges to any one, regardless of My duties will prevent me from
sixth child in the family to have Jimmy Hodge, sousaphone; How- Margaret Grisham, second so- Owensboro, veta guest speaker at politics. Any mistakes made by seeing each and every voter perthe disease. Others ill are the ard Stone, B-flat clarinet; Don prano; Nancy Glenn, first alto; Wedneeday's meeting of the Kl- me while serving as County At- sonally, but this is my personal
two sone, 9 and 4 years old, of Gregory, snare dram; , Billy Dorla Dean Stallins, second al- wanis Club. He told the value of torney were honeet ones. If re- solicitation asking you to supMr. and Mrs. Jess,Wilson, South Mitchell and liowny B01114 bari- to; Gem Crcdt and Harold Price Scouting throughout the world elected I will be in the future as port me in the Democratic psiJefferson street. 'rids brings to tone; Mary Virginia IMasibars. first tilers; Rill Price, second and appealed kr aid in the Scout I have. in the put, and I thank port me in the Dernocartic primfirst bass, and financial campaign which begins the people of Ca/dwell Cotinty ary, August 6, 1940.
tabor; Sir&
nine the number of cases report- violin; David Aksissiedoe.
Clau.scine R. Baker.
here Tuesday.
for their cooperation and supRobby
61161111141.
Ja01.11
county.
Horn;
the
11911110110411109911
in
ed

Fredonia High
To Graduate 24
Seniors May 19

Scout Finance
Drive Scheduled

Tuition Rates
Are Increased

Donations Asked
For Teen-Age Club

4-H Girls Enter
Judging Contest

Butler Musicians
To State Festival

Baker Asks Voters For
Re-Election To Office
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TepubliOF THIS ASSOCIATED PRESS—The Associated Prue, Is entitled esclusivsly to the use for
all the local news printed in this newspsper, ao wall as all AP newsd.spatches
Wtit
ASSOCIATION
EDITORIAL
DI
NATIONAL
MEMB
ASSOCIATION
ER
KENTUCKY PRESS
-

Patience A Viture Here
That the rights of home folk have been
violated through the reassessment effort here, as was stated at a mass meeting of citizens in the courthouse Wednesday afternoon, is, we believe, an erroneous assumption.
After all, the Fiscal *girt fixes the
tax rate.
The tax rate, not the assessment evaluation, is the yard-stick by which we
will pay taxes here in the future, as it
has been in the past.
The gentlemen of the Fiscal Court,
named as members of a committee to
represent the protestors, seem a little out
of focus in this ... since they themselves
can, nay must, say the final word regarding what each property owner's tax bill
is to be for 1948.
Much of the present agitation is, The
Leader believes, due to lack of understanding of the whole tax picture here.
If each property owner now joining,

physically or in sentiment, in the protest
against the recent action of Gomntissioner of Revenue Clyde Reeves could be
handed his tax bill today, it is highly probable many of them, if not indeed almost
all of them, would speedily realize they
have been contributing to a tempest in a
teapot . . . for it is very probable many
will pay less than they did at 1947, and
few will pay more.
fort is a
Since the reassessment
ly natural
brand new thing, it is pe
for many long-time taxpayers to look
with distrust upon such an innovation;
but this does not mean that any taxpayer
has been, as yet, injured where it hurts
the most ... in his pocketbook.
Why not, good friends and neighbors,
wait and see what your tax bills will be
before you spend too much of your valuable time and some of your good money
in fighting a progressive step which well
may mean a great deal to the future of
the community we all love so well?

State Homecoming Is Being Planned
Nineteen hundred fifty will be homecoming year in Kentucky, if plans favored
by the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
are worked out. And it is not a bad idea—
to invite all native Kentuckians who have
gone into other states, and even into
other countries, to return home sometime during the next year. Not all will
find it feasible to come back for a visit,
but speeding the invitation will encourage
more native Kentuckians to plan months
ahead, and to look forward with confidence that one more time at least they
may pack their bags and spend a few
days, or even a few hours, in the state
from which they migrated to new homes.
Homecoming is pne trip that most of
us plan for some time. To set foot again
on the old farm or in the old house in
town where our parents lived is a dream
to be gladly cherished. For the former
farm boy there could be no realization
of more worth than to stroll across the
fields on the old home farm, to walk over
to the old neighbor's farm by taking the
short cut through the lane, or for the
town-reared boy or girl to step around the
block as many years ago, and to loiter in
the park where many of life's choicest
moments were spent, ind to visit the village school where the letters were learned. This is only a small part of the period
that comes back to us on the wings of
memory when we begin to talk about
homecoming, and homecoming will be
finer for the preparation.
A homecoming is a pleasurable excursion back into the realms of childhood

and youth and young manhood. For many
of us there was a severance of the bonds
that bound us to the old home, and we
seldom see the old places and travel the
old roads, and the years increase the distance and we continue indefinitely what
we had hoped would be a visit with the
older folks, until one by one they are
gone, and as we realize we could have returned more often we are smitten pith
regret. And then some summer we read
of a homecoming trip, that to us would be
a pilgrimage, and at last we are on the
way, to see the remaining relatives and
close friends who would be as glad to see
us as we are to see them, and the journey
is begun.
Most of us have kinsmen who live in
other states to whom a letter might be
a starter, and many of them need only a
starter and they would be at the homecoming—at family gatherings with basket dinners on the ground, and talkfests
where reminisences are in order, where
"I knew him when" would be uttered
many times over. Automobiles have provided ways and means of homecoming
trips, and a thousand miles may be
covered in a week or two and with time
.to daily along the way for side trips, to
drive down the lane to the old spring and
back in the hills, and beyond the river,
and over into the next county from the
site of the childhood home. But as there
must come an end to other trips, homecoming cannot last beyond a reasonable
limit, and the visit ends.
—(Owensboro Messenger)

Kentucky On The March

Keck Praised For Courage
By Ewing Galloway
Highway Commissioner John A. Keck's
get-going-or-get-out ultimatum to the two
thousand road maintenance employees
made new history in Kentucky's governmental affairs.
Rousing cheers from Mr. Keck for issuing the order and for Govermor Clements for backing him up. Let's hope other
State department heads will follow suit;
also officials in other states. The slowdown of people on political payrolls is
universal.
The other day I drqve past a crew of
six Kentucky maintenance men sitting on
a roadside talking with their truck parked on the shoulder. I looked at my watch
and it was 1:35 P. M. That is an example
that might be multiplied many times. Recently I saw an eight-man crew on a highway contract job. Six were sitting down
gossiping, two were puttering with small
tools. The wages of these men came indirectly from the taxpayers of Kentucky.
The same condition‘prevails in private
work everywhere. During the war many
were hired under the cost-plus rule and
told to sit down. And since the war labor
has been so scarce that if you fired a
loafer he knew he could get a job next
day, or he would start drawing unemployployment pay. If you hired a drifter to
mow your lawn, a two-hour job, he would
make a day of it, knowing that if you
fired him the work would not be done
unless you did it yourself.
Some months ago one of the four largest motor car manufacturing concerns
reported that manpower production in its
factories was 32 percent below pre-war
normal. If you have been around quite a
bit you probably figure that 32 percent
is a good average for the whole nation.
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I am sure the slowdown in Kentucky has
been that much. If you think I am wrong,
make your own estimate.
I recall only one procedent of Mr.
Keck's ultimatum. Back in the bottom of
the depression_Park Commissioner Robert
Moses of New York City got several
thousand WPA workers for civic improvement jobs. Thinking they could loaf
all they pleased, many of the men started
leaning on their shovels or sitting on
their wheelbarrows. Moses blew his top.
"Go to work or be fired," was the commissioner's ultimatum. The loafers appealed to the mayor, who in turn took
their beef to Washington. Moses stood
pat and won. In the next five or six years
New York got more new civic improvements than any other community ever
got in a similar period of time.
Of course Keck's explosion is not meant
as an indictment of everybody in the highway maintenance department. There are
some laborers who are naturally industrious, willing to do honest work, but are
slowed down by so-called fellow workers.
There are some district and county engineers, bosses who may be doing all they
can to get results but are unable to make
their employees work when nobody in
authority is looking. Bosses have kept
undesirable help on their payrolls because
they couldn't get better. Now laborers
are not as scarce as they were a few
months ago, and there are fewer excuges
for employing loafers.
More power to Commissioner Keck,
and Governor Clements, and may their
example be followed by officials in all
branches of State government. Let us
all hope the Keck hot shot will move county judges and county road engineers to
issue step-lively-or-else orders and mean
It.
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Ann Bennett Broadbent, pretty
little blonde daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Smith Broadbent, of
Cobb, visited in our neighborhood one afternoon recently . . .
and quite captured the hearts of
kids and adults alike. It's easy
to see this lovely lady is going
to be a heart-breaker a 'bit later
on.
*
*
*
John Ed Young was negotiating the other night for a deep
freeze unit . . "to take care of
my fish". John said he hadn't
started fishing for the season
as yet but allowed that when
he does, there will be plenty
of fish at his house.
vr

*

*

Virgil Smith has some warm
friends in Denver, Fennyriler
recently. Mason K.
learned
Knuckles, a fine Kentucky gentleman, is general agent for
Colorado of a large insurance
company . . . and was Virgil's
football coach at Hazard some
years back. From what Mr.
Knuckles told me, Virgil can et
a right good job in Denver any
time he wants to go beck.
*
*
*
Recent castigation of highway
maintenance crews over the
State by Commissioner John
Keck does not apply to the Caldwell county road gang, which
has done a superlative job in this
respect in recent years.
*
*
*
Many highly commendatory
remarks were heard here following the recent visit of the
Centre College Choir. This
group of splendid young men
and women did an excellent
public relations job for Old Centre . . . and sang delightfully to
a completely filled Central Presbyterian Church.
*
*
*
Turner Milam, one of Kentuck,yts best known and most
popular gents, has just returned
from a sojourn in Alabama to
his native haunts at Lexington.
Turner writes me "it is not only
the ladies who can keep up with
where their husbands have been
by reading the ads an match
folders. Kate gets around pretty
well, as this, same check tells
*
• *
Papa Tom Simmons Wore dark
glasses a while last weekend—
because he was a little slow in
learning the hazards of parenthood. It seems Tom failed to duck
when the new baby was swinging
lustily with a hair-brush
. and
caught the brush in an eye.
*
*
*
There is growing demandt our
house for water in the svenWrning
pool out on the Eddyville Road ...
and a number of citizens have
said to me that once the hospital
is an actuality, the next thing the
community should provide for its
enjoyment is a recreational park,
including a public swimming
pool. With this we are in hearty
accord.

Roy Rowland says he is definitely not going to take any golf
lessons this season and I know
Mark Cunningham, busy with his
Rotary job, will be no better
than as of yore, so Pennyriler
looks forward with pleasure to
renewal, with these gents, Saul
and others, of the old 90 to 100
routine.
*
*
*
Contributed wisecracks: Reducing specialist had this sign in
his shop: "If we can't take it off,
we'll hide it for you" . . . A bad
way to keep a hOsband or wife
is worried . . . It amounts to a
total loss when you spend all
your money to prove that you
have it . . . It's funny how often
we're afraid the barber is making our hair look like his ... The
easiest thing to get and the hardest thing to get rid of is a bad
reputation ...Mothers and daughters have more trouble keeping
their figures straight than the
fellow working on his income
tax report . , . Running the new
look a close race is the old look
when the new look passes by ...
Spending all your time chasing
rainbows is a nice way to run
into a storm.

Literal
Guidepost
By Bill Glover
THE DARKER THE NIGHT, By
Herbert Breen (Morrow, $2,50)
A cameraman, Reynold Frame,
holds the focus here in one of the
better specimens of suspense
•
announce the candidacy of Frederick McConnell for Sheriff, subject to the action of the voters
In the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949.
, • • •
The Leader is authorized to
announce the candidacy, of
Mitchell Clift for sheriff, subjeci.
to the action of the voters In
the Republican primary election
Saturday, August 6. 1949.

;,

-
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buildup 01 the season. The goings
with New
on are concerned
York's Cate Society and shadows
of the Chicago Capone banditti.
People start pitching out of Mink
hotels windows and Frame, as
what amateur sleuth wouldn't,
starts in on manhunt that involves a lot of Sherlock Ian deductions and many empty Manhattan
streets at midnight. Breen does
well with elements that aren't too
strong by themselves, and knows
how to set a swift pace of escapism.
LADY KILLER, By George Harmon Coxe (Knopf; $2.50)
Up in Boston, news photographer Kent Murdock finds that an
odd little package has been added
to his equipment during a ship
arrival from Europe. Soon after
he finds himself thoroughly in
the center of a well tangled assortment of smugglers, Back Bay

society, may be
and red herrings ,
raveling come when tus
friends are off chasing the
solution for a spotty yarns
SOME LIKE 'EM
SHORT,ay
Fred
Melina (Mill-M0.,
$2.50)
It's a surprise. Most
shod
jackets are better than
the
here the yarn is not only
than the blurb, but it is a
-than-'average
New York lawyer is sent to
Beach by an anti-di
committee to probe the mutely
an ex-senator, supposedly by
colored chauffeur. The
tole
phase, which could be
tricky
stead however Integrates
ly into a plot of lush vacation
oes, enough slugging to put
the tough guy class, and
a
fair finish.
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Political
Announcements
The Leader is authorized to
announce the candidacy of Glover J. Lewis for sheriff, subject to
the act:on of the voters at the
Democratic Primary election, Saturday, Aug. 6. 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the candidacy of Hylan
Mitchell for sheriff, subject to
the action of the voters in the
Democratic primary, Saturday.
Aug. 6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to
announce the candidacy of William L. Jones for State Representative, subject to the action of
the voters at the Democratic
Primary election, Saturday, Aug.
6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the candidacy of Sid Satterfield for the nomination as
sheriff of Caldwell county, subject to the action of the voters
in the Democratic primary, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to
announce the candidacy of Mack
Rustin for sheriff, subject to the
action of the voters in the Democratic primary election Saturday.
August 6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to
announce
the candidacy
of
Hampton Nichols for jailer,
subject to the action of the voters at the Democratic primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to
—

Lubricating

MOTOR ,FUEL

111.5 Motor 011 Nes
an 'EXTRA. les

EXTRINO1

Here's pick-up without motor "ping" ... smooth,
even power on the toughest hills ... or at low
speeds in traffic. Yes, the New D-X Lubricating
Motor Fuel is the higher anii-knock gasoline
you've been waiting for. Try it.

catalytic Cracking Makes the Difference
The New D-X has higher anti-knock properties
because it is produced by the catalytic cracking
process-.-a miracle of modern gasoline chemistry.

Still the Protection of U. C. L.
Upper-Cylinder Lubrication is still a feature of
the New D-X. But now the top quality upper.
cylinder lubricant is blended with a gasoline
that gives you higher anti-knock. The result is
an even better D-X lubricating motor fuel.

Extrinol is die
"extra" in INC
Motor Oil that
helps clean your
motor ... protects
your bearings and
fights sludge.
makes DX Motor
Oil stand up longer
and lubricate bet.
ter. Change to
D-X with Extrirtol
for complete lubrication protection.
..••••"-

[

Try a tankful of the ,iew D-X or D-X
Ethyl today. See what a difference its
hiFh anti - knock can make in your
driving—right from the start.

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

5-3C

HUNDREDS OF GASOLINES — HUNDREDS OF MOTOR OILS — Iirst gmel, m D•X

First of the High-Compression Engines of the Future

OLOSMOBILEIS IIROCKETH GETS MORE POWER,
MORE MILEAGE...FROM TODAY'S GASOLINE!
"ii!f:ESw*tEIT DENC ANIE
'tta

Power! Completely new, high.rompresnon power! Power that sets this "8W'
Oldsmobile apart from every other car! That's the "New Thrill" action of
the "Rocket' —Oldsmobile', ultra-advanced new engine that takes fulleat
advantage of today's fuels! It Feta more exciting energy from less gas by using
the Futuramic principle of high-compression. And the revolutionary think•
ing behind the 'Rocket" makes poseible magical smoothness and quietness!
To point up this brand new kind of performance, Oldsmobile built • brand
new kind of ear—the Futurtunie "SF"! The "88's" compact new Boa, by
Fisher senrintnatee that "Rocket" Engine flash and dash! The "88' has
Futuramie styling! And, in the "88," Hydra-Matie Drive* team* up with
ttse "Rocket to give you antra gas economy and greater driving owl
tou've got _So try it to believe it!("Rocket" Engine, and Alidee-Matie Drive
as standard equipment, are also featured in the Series "W" Okiansishile.)
511

YOUR

OLDS MOBILE
A IRMIRAL MOTORS YAM

NIARIST

OLIISMOSILI

D SALIR

STEVENS CHEVROLET BO.
Princeton, KL
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bred In a stanchion if
available.
If no stanchion is available
leave
a short rope or halter on
the cow
so that she may be caught
easily.
Have two to three gallons
of
water available at the barn
and
the breeding fee handy.
R. A. Mabry
Have
information as to the age of the
cow, the approximate
date of
Dairymen who are members last calving
and the name of the
Artificial cow if any.
the Tri-County
If all members will observe
,ding Association have been
the
:kali; good use of the services above requests it will help imred by the association since mensely to assure service for all
members in need of it on
darted March 21.
any
one day.
Mr. McClanahan, inseminator
The
association
,
reports
associatio
most
n is open for
the
the member dairymen have new members who are in a radius
of
twenty miles of Princeton by
n very cooperative in having
.\ s, fees and materials conven- road.
Blue mold has been reported
-t when he calls at their farms.
yr the benefit of some memb- in nearby counties to the south
s who may have forgotten in- of us. Therefore growers should
ictions for placing calls I am watch their beds very closely
,dig this opportunity to repeat for signs of the disease or start
of the policies set forth by treating with fermate or dithane
association's board of direct- immediately. Apply twice a week
and after every rain until setting
';o request for breeding of is completed. Apply fermate oneshould be made on first half pound to twenty-five gallons
, period after calving. Place of water, using tour to six gellons
,., before 9 o'clock in the of this mixture on 100 square
:ming on the day service is yards of bed. Dithane may be NEEDLE PIERCES HEAD—Patrick Durbin, 9 months old, rests
on the lap of his mama, Mrs. Violet Durbin, at Denver,
Colo.,
peeled. Leave the cow to be used at a slightly lower rate.
Both of these materials may be (May 3) after a surgeon removed a one and one-half inch needle
purchased as ready mixed dusts. from his scalp. Mrs. Durbin picked Patrick up off the floor, saw a
Remove the canvas before ap- long white thread sticking out of the base of his skull, and couldn't
pull it out. The needle entered the scalp in a straight line but did
plying either as a dust or spray.
not reach the brain. (AP Wirephoto)
The first people to devote
Arnold Ligon Truck Line themselves chiefly to commerce
were the Phoenicians, who deContact
veloped their fishing boats into
JAMES I) MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky. a commercial fleet.
Phone 2016
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions
those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell countyofalmost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 3, 1929. Mrs. R. W. Ogil- of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mays,
vie and Miss Frances Ogilvie, of Eddyville, who was born
at
who spent the winter months at the hospital is about ready to
the Hotel Henrietta, have return- go home and help his daddy sell
ed to their home on South Jef- Fords.
• • •
ferson street for the summer.
May 7, 19229. Dr. B. L. Keeney
• • •
May 3, 1929. Mrs. Curtis Haw- will be in Louisville, Ky., the
kins and daughter, Margaret, of week of May 12th to 18th, taking
Paducah, are visiting Mr. and a special course in denture
Mrs. Thomas McConnell on Hop- (plate) construction under Dr. C.
kinsville St.
W. Adams of Chicago.
• • •
• • •
May 3, 1929. Mrs. W. T. Hert,
May 7, 1929. Miss Roberta
of Indianapolis, who was form- Rogers, who is attending school
erly Miss Annie Dorroh, of this in Hopkinsville, spent the weekcounty, is a welcome guest at end here with her parents, Mr.
the home of her daughter, Mrs and Mrs. W. B. Rogers.
• • •
Claude Anderson, and Mr. Anderson on Hopkinsville St.
May 7, 1929. Mrs. It. R. Towery
who has been on the sick list
the past several weeks, is con'EVER WATCH A PHARMACIST
valescent and w.11 soon be, about
again.
FILL
PRES

County Agent's
Column
.3y

Pair Three

Farmer Meeting
Called. For Friday

at a meeting at 710 o'clock
Friday night, May 6, in the courtReeonimendations to the State house, W. S. Traylor, AAA counCommittee for 1950 Burley to- ty chairman, announced. Heads
bacco allotments will be made of agriculture offices and chair-

FRIDAY
the 13th
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men of the seven AAA dist:
The Great Lake or Mackinaw
are to be present. The meeting trout
sometimes reaches a weight
is open to anyone who wishes
of from 50 to 80 pounds, although
to attend, Mr. Traylor said.
it usually weighs between 15 and
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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FRIDAY the 13th MIDNITE
If you're superstitious you'd better stay home!
RUT—if you dare defy the Jinx here's a real
scare-frolic for your goose-pimples!

The Secrets of a very --Personal Secretary
-

Day Keenan Wynn_
Kirk Douglas Helen Walker

_Laraine

EXTRA! POPEYE COMIC — NO. 13 "SUPERMAN"

CRIPTION?

Each drug the pharmacist uses was produced by a responsible pharmaceutical or chemical company in which he has implicit confidence. He
knows that every medicinal substance on the shelves of his prescription ,
room has been subjected to strict tests and analyses to insure its purity,
quality, and strength. He would use no drug which hadn't been so tested:
Even with this knowledge, however, the pharmacist fills every prescription with a deep sense of personal responsibility. He checks and
rechecks every ingredient he uses and every step in his compounding
technic, lie examines the contents of each bottle carefully as he takes
it from the shelf. He looks at it critically, he may take the stopper out
and smell it, he may even taste a bit of it. He fills every prescription
with the exacting care he would exercise if the medicine were for a
member of his own family:
The drugs he uses are old friends to your pharmacist. He met them
first in his early days at college and he has worked with them daily ever
Once. Their color, texture, odor, and taste are closely associated in his
mind with their actions and their uses.
It is second nature for the pharmacist to check drugs by sight, by
taste, and by smell. His knowledge and training are as much a part of
the prescription he fills as arc any of its ingredients.—Reprinted from a
coot:clued advertisement published by Paris, Dais! & Company, Datroit 32,
—
Afithitax

ALFALFA THRIVES
ON FOUR-LEAF
For a huge increase
in alfalfa growth
and a richer alfalfa
for your livestock,
apply FOUR LEAF
Powdered Rock
PHOSOHATE Phosphor.
PMA poyonents awls on Its aso

Clifton Clift
Princeton, Kentucky
I

*r wits ler MONSON Pi403PSIATII CO.
407 3. Dearborn, Chleaeo,

I

May 10, .
1921 ;tr. and Mrs.
Jake Boitnott, Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Herron and daughter, Lois
Evelyn, Dorothy Mae Tyrie, Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Perry and children, Archie, Otho and Clarence,
Miss Lola Easley, Tom Jenkins,
and Hubert Blackwell called at
the home of Fred Easley, Bethany, Saturday night.
• s •
May 10, 1929. The entire Senior Class of Fredonia High School
will appear in "High Fliers" to
be presented at the school auditorium Friday evening, May 10th
at 8 o'clock. Members of the class
are
Elizabeth
Parr, James
Young, Regenia Guess, Clorine
Tackwell, Louise Turley, Pauline
Crider, Mary Ellen Boaz, Charles
Young, Pauline Wigginton, Kathleen Bugg, William Deboe, Inez
Baker, Maple Tackwell, Mary
Ford Custard, Leamon Stallings,
Guy Moore and Fay Buchanan.

You Will Be The First
In The World To See It!

"GREAT PLAINS AREA" WORLD PREMIERE'
By special permission of the producers this theatre
has been selected to be among the 250 theatres in this
area honored with this showing of "THE YOUNGER BROTHERS" in advance of the rest of the country!

SHOULDER-TO-SHOULDER THEY FOUGHT AS OUTLAWS...
BACK-TO-BACK THEY BATTLED FOR HONOR!
J4,-.4.14w

The fish called the flounder
can imitate the pattern as well
as the color of their backgrounds.
Placed on a checkerboard, the
produce the arrangement of the
flounder will attempt to resquares on its body.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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Congratulations
to the girl graduates of
Princeton and communi-

across the
West's
wildest
history!

May we suggest the perfect gift for
her Humming Bird Nylons, the gift she
will use and remember.

15 Denier. $1.65
30 Denier ... $1.35

pATARMlial W A YNII

YOUR GRADUATION
EMBODIES THE LONG
AWAITED FREEDOM
TO MIAOW
YOUR
OWN CHOSI
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ADMISSION FOR THIS ATTRACTION: ADULTS 40c

COURSE

SUSAN PETERS

Melanin KNOX • Phyllis THAXTER
No Am AAUP • Rom RANOELL

LINDA DARNELL • CORNEL WILDE
RICHARD GREENE • GEORGE SANDERS
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
Tbss Vine Crops
It Is time to plant cucumbers,
squashes, cantaloupes and watermelons. Usually, hills are made
by digging a slight hole, filling it
with manure (to which should be
added a small handful of 20 per-

Come And Get It
U You Have The Ticket

cent superphosphate), but the
surrounding soil should be made
fertile, too, as by the general
fertilizing scheme described here
several weeks ago. The hill should
be an inch high to provide drainage and prevent soil from packing over the seed. Six to eight
seeds are dropped and pushed in
only to the first joint of the index
finger.
Where greater amounts of these
(except watermelons) are planted, the method is to lay off the

New York— (AP) —The tin. dshed pari-mutuel fund recently turned over the New York
state amounted to $159,502.05.
This total represents the amount
of uncashed mutuel tickets during the 1948 season here.
It recalls the story of Marcus
Daly, the copper king. Daly
,.eecl wagered $1,000 at 40 to
on a horse he owned named

Montana. The day of the race,
Daly was inspecting one of his
mines. He had changed his
clothes, leaving a bookmaler's
betting slip In a mine shack.
When he came up from underground he learned that Montana
had won the race but that the
shack had burned, destroying
his clothes and the betting slip.
When Daly returned to the
betting scene he learned that the
bookmaker had died and that the
executor of the estate would
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A Wide Assortment
Of Useful Things
Reasonably Priced

HOLLYWOOD PARK HIT BY FIRE—Chunks of the burning grandstand explode to the ground as
Hollywood Park race track was destroyed by fire in an early morning blaze (May 6) at Inglewood,
Calif. A stiff breeze swept the flames through the grandstand and turf club area. The stables,
where some 600 thoroughbreds awaited the 1,eason opening May 17, were not burned. (AP Wirephoto)

11110 WAY 1108 MEALS! The beautiful
Ccosley Shelvsdor* gives you unequalled coovenience in meal prrparation ... plus every
outstanding improvement in modern home
refrigeration. Come ra and see these advocaats for yourself.

rows, sowing high-grade complete fertilizer at one pound to
75 feet, dragging it in; then drilling in thhe seed, 4 inches apart,
or dropping in hills and covering
lightly with a hoe.
When the hill method is used,
the spacing is as follows: cucumbers, rows 6 feet apart, hills
42 inches; bush squashes, 4 feet
by 4 feet; running squashes and
cantaloupes, 6 feet by.4 feet, and
watermelons, 8 to 10 feet square.
The final stand for cucumbers,
running squashes and cantaloupes
is 2 a hill, or 30 inches in drills.
The final stand of watermelons
8 to 10 feet square The final
stand for cucumbers, running
squashes and cantaloupes is 2 a
hill, or 30 inches in drills. The
final stand for watermelons is 1
hill.
Good varieties are National
Pickling and Straight-8 Slicer, or
Long Green may be used to provide both; bush squash, White
Scalloped; running squash, Golden Summer Straightneck and
Cocozelle; cantaloupes,
Hale's
Btst or Gold-lined Rocky Ford
(Gem), or the Rocky Ford-Honey
Dew Cross, Honey Rock; watermelon, Kleckley Sweet, Stone

Recipe Of The Week
Hot muffins and marmalade!
Made of delicate pink rhubarb,
the marmalade will be as much
of a treat next winter as it will
right now. Miss Florence Imlay,
specialist in foods at the College
of Agriculture and Ilome Economics, University of Kentucky,
days not to peel the rhubarb, but
wash thoroughly before cutting
it.
Rhubarb Marmalade
Three quarts rhubard, one orange, six cups sugar and one
small lemon.
Wash the rhubarb and cut into 11
/
2 inch pieces. Squeeze the
Juice from the orange and lemon,
and put rinds through a food
chopper. Mix all ingredients and
let stand a half hour. Bring slowly to a boil. Let simmer about 45
minutes, or until the marmalade
Mountain and any of the several
"grey"
melons, resistant to
drought.
Where the experience has been
to lose watermelons because o
the wilt disase, the wilt-resistan
strains of Kleckley or Stone
Mountain should be used, or th
special variety, Black Lea.

has a jelly-like consistency. Pour
into hot sterilized jars and seal.
The addition of one cup of seedless raisins and one-half cup of
cut-up nuts makes a nice variation.
Menu; Baked pork chips with
tomato sauce, scalloped potatoes,
spiced beets, radishes and green
onions, whole wheat muffins and
rhubarb marmalade.

*

START A SET OF MATCHED LUGGAGE
A Wonderful Gift For Any Graduate

.. because we've already outfitted dozens of men in cool, comfortable Summer clothing . .
clothing designed to keep you
cool, wrinkle free and even-tempered for the hot days ahead.
Never before has our collection

Goodall
GOING, GRADUATES,
WE'RE PULLING FOR YOU

Cranford

Palm Beach

Koolracord

Yet, our very bast wishes for your long-last.
ing happiness and success in whatever life
YOU choose You have the courage of youth
—and your diploma You can make that an
unbeatable formula for affeinnwoi And if
you over need our help it's yours for the
asking.

Goodall

Cranford

Palm Springs

Airayon

Goodall
SUnfrOSt

Kingsridge

Coronado

Goodall

Cranford

Springweave

Lady Elgin. 19jeterh, adjhueed. I4K natural gold
nese. 14K natural gold
awake chain bracelet.
Thrilling gift. $150.00

Litropicals
Cotton Cords
And Rayons

_ 45.00

Kingsridge

Aerzone

Lord Elgin. 1'1 jewels, adjusted. Lapped 14K
oscura/ gold case. 14K
geld buckle.
$115.00

45.00

All Wool Gabardines
Rayon and Wool Gabardines
Rayon Slacks

Lady Elgin. 19jewels,.4.
jested. 14K natural geld
filled case. High curved
crystal. Goldfilled bracelet.
Charming. dainty. 871.50

A Large Selection Of All Type Summer Slacks
Including Springweave, Palm Beach, and Sunfrost
In Sizes 28-50

Lord Elgin. 21 jewels, adjusted. I4K natural gold
filled case.
$67.50

Lady Elgin. 19jewels,adjusted. 14K natural gold
filled case. High curved
crystal. Nylon cord. A
favorite model.
$67.30

G

enerations of proud graduates have
thrilled to the most wonderful gift—an Elgin
Watch. Your graduate can have the finest
Elgins ever made. Smart, new styles—
and each has the exclusive DuraPower
Mainspring that eliminates 99% of watch
repairs due to steel mainspring failures. Honor
your graduate with an Elgin Watch chosen
from a wide variety of styles. Elgins are
priced from $29.75 including Federal
tax. Easy term. Open an account today.

DuraPower Mainspring•

tBITIER
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opportality swim up
I. your boat WA,
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Never before have we had such a
success suit.
a suit that everyone likes, because
it is really cool,
really wrinkle resistant, and really
good looking
Our size range is complete, so
don't delay,
get your Koolracord today.

C4R OWNER

teat Tire Bu

14,,,4thimuigt.
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arm News

setelot
touts It .

(sinters in Russell counsea
a complete orchfollow
al
year.
plograinthis
*ray
homedresses,
basic
reig
o
leaders in Franklin
rs cclub
demonstrated to their
ty
changed
how they may be
accessories.
.ferent
ndred white and cork
„flings were planted on
.ties Mills school grounds
farms of 4-H club memtiourbon county.
strav,iberry growers in
70,000
it county bought
Tenie Beauties, 71,000
Premtippers and 30,000

ier plants.
In Hart county homemakers1"
reconditioned about 80 hats at
cost of about $30 after a millin '
ery lesson in their homemakers
clubs.
Thirty-thousand seedlings or
locust and pine were planted in
Livingston county this spring.
Window exhibits of furniture.
refinished by homemakers club
memebrs in Fulton county were
shown at Fulton, Cayce and Hickman.
A Holstein cow owned by Gorrell and Richardson rated first in
the Logan county DHIA, produc
ing 13,665 pounds of milk ami
496.5 pounds of butterfat.

Nine Pigs A Lifter
J 0. Bennett 'and Son of Custer, Breckinrldge county, saved
an average of nine pigs a litter
from 10 registered cows. This
record was due to the use of
individual farrowing pens, elec.,
tric lights in each pen, and guard
rails to protect the pigs, they
told County Agent Kenneth
Brabant.

These handsome gifts will climax the
glamour of graduation and will make
those precious moments live forever.

PRIZE WINNER—Price Day
(above) of the Baltimore Sun
won the Pulitzer Prize for distinguished reporting on international affairs for a series he
did on India's first year of independence. (AP Wirephoto)

Fine quality jewelry is a true symbol
of your love and pride for his achieve-

in

ment.

H OP KINSVILLE

shop

wicarso n
for
Women's

Wear

"Not More, But Bet-

LKER'S DRUG IL JEWELRY STORE
Phone 3211

W. Main St.

tilled land in cover crops, in a
program sponsored by the Form
Dttrisatt. Rains beginning before
all the corn was picked prevented many farmers from sowing
cover crops, according to County
Agent S. V. Foy. Farmers win- •
•
ning certificates for five straight •
years will be given a tour of the

CALL US FOR
leave
Aor changes
'I
policies affecting veterans train
F„
PROMPT, SAFE
ing under the G. I. Bill in Jul
LONG-DISTANCE
training establishments and
MOVING
SERVICE
schools below the college les,
Authorized Agent For
•
have been announced by the Vt
Pins For Corn Growers
erans Administration.
Gold pins were given to 11
The changes are:
Clipper
Russell county farmers who last
AND MARKERS
1. Allowinig these veteran., I.,
sisusitas Oistpans,
year grew 100 bushels or more
apply for 15 days' leave at the
GUARANTEED QUALITY
of
corn
.
an
acre.
Top
yield
in
enrollment,
period
of
their
end.of
the acre section was 165 bushels,
in addition to whatever leave
Get My Prices Before
made by Monroe Robertson, and
they might have been authorized
in five-acre division, 166 bushels
while in training.
You Buy!
an acre, made. by Homer Mann,
2. Placing full responsibility for
John Smith won the 4-H Club
granting leaves of absence taken
/
2
during training—within a limit of IIELD AFTER ROW—Pfc. Ed- division, withlt a yield of 163-1
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
ward J. Touhey (above), husky bushels.
30 days a year—upon schools beContact
U. S. military policeman, from
JAMES I) MASHBURN
low college level aria lob-training
Princeton,
Ky.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2816
establishments. This responsibi- Howard Beach, N. Y., is being For Cover-Croppers
Ninety-seven farmers in Cal- P. 0. Pox 534
Phone 2640
lity does not extend to the 15 days held under observation followgiven at the end of an enrollment ing a battle in the plush Im- loway county received honor roll
‘NFMNENIMBEIS
certificates for putting all their
period.
perial Hotel, Vienna, Austria,
Leave at the completion of en- with at least eight Russian ofrollment periods may be obtain- jeers. Provost Marshal Col, Wiled only if the veteran has enough lard K. Liebel identified Touhey
remaining entitlement time to as the man who knocked down
cover the requested leave.
the eight officers and chased
Under the new policy, leave around the lobby with a cbair.
taken during training now be- (AP Wirephoto)
comes a matter strictly between
the veteran and his school or employer-trainer.
Only absences to be reported to
Veterans Administration in future
are those considered by the school
or establishment to be unauthoriNo remedy has come even
zed, as well as time off in excess close to the effectiveness of
of 30 days in a calendar year, ex- sodium flouride for destroying
clusive of Saturdays, Sundays and roundworms in pigs, writes
holidays.
Grady Sellards of the College of
These reports are necessary so Agriculture and Home Ecothat VA may make appropriate nomics, University of Kentucky.
reductions in veterans' subsistPigs are fed a mixture of one
ences.
pound of sodium fluoride and
VA emphasizes that
all 100 pounds of dry, ground feed.
schools—including colleges—are This gives them enough of the
to continue to notify VA of all poison to kill worms. There is
interruptions in training.
no starving of the pigs and no
handling of them.
$1,306 An Acre For
Sodium fluoride is a poison.
Sellards warns that feed treated
4-H Leaf Champion
The new Kentucky 4-H Club with it must be kept away from
tobacco production champion is all animals other than hogs. AlFrank Homan of Washington so, he cautions hogmen not to
county. He grew 4,664 pounds on give sodium flouride in liquids
two acres and sold his crop for of any kind.
Sellards said the sodium flou$2,613.44. The variety grown was
Do you know you can have an exten- protection in an emergency. It makes
ride treatment does not do away
Kentucky 16 burley.
sion telephone in your home for only your telephone more valuable by inRed clover sod, previously with the need of sanitation in
a few cents per day?
manured and phosphated, was raising hogs. Sanitation is as imcreasing its usefulness.
turned for the tobacco. Then 400 portant as ever, and pigs may beThe cost is mighty small when you
All you have to do is call the Telepounds of 6-8-6 commercial fer- come re-infested with worms if
consider the many advantages an exthey are not raised in clean
phone
Business Office and say: "I'd
tilizer were disked in.
tension telephone provides for the
All the tobacco was primed once houses and lots.
like to have an extension telephone
family.
It
saves
time
and
home
and
A sanitation program such as
and some of it twice, which helpsteps,affords privacy on the telephone, installed."Why not order yours today
ed increase the income from the advocated by Sellards, and a
two acres.
treatment or two of sodium fluoAccording to County Agent, ride in dry feed, will usually
Orders for main telephone service are sometimes delayed because
Troll Young, this was Homan's give the necessary protection
10th tobacco crop. He also has against roundworms. The treatof shortages of central office and other equipment, which are not
carried sheep, corn, dairying and ment is commonly given afler
involved in the installation of extension telephones.
strawberry projects.
weaning.

MONUMENTc

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

GRADUATION GIFTS
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ter Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

Princeton, Ky.

OR BULLDOZER WORK
CALL

2093

W. R. ALLEN

New Way Found To
Treat Wormy Pigs

pleasantly

sup rised

AT THE LOW COST
OF AN EXTENSION TELEPHONE

Fescue Kills Sedge
W. Main St.

HUGE SALE
U. S. ROYAL
R.Lde

You'll be

Broomsedge has gone clown to
defeat in a battle with Ky. 31
fescue on the Hieronymus farm
in St. Helens community in Lee
county, according to County
Agent Hollis Henson. Sowed in
the spring of 1948, the fescue
was slow to get started and was
not more than a quarter stand
the first season, Henson said.
In 1947 the field was saved for
seed crop. Lest year the fescue
stand was almost perfect and
broomsedge had disappeared.

4-H'ers Grow Berries
Sixteen members of 4-H clubs
in Clay county started commercial strawberry acreages this
spring. Each received enough
fertilizer to assure proper growth and will be supplied phosphate next winter. Plants and
fertilizer were donated by the
Sears and Roebuck Foundation.
Eleven thousand plants were
purchased from Eugene McKinney's patch, started in 1947.

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

POSITIVE RELIEF
for

STOMACH SUFFERERS
Harvey Stomach Tablets are
now available to you in Tablet
Form. For many years it was
necessary to have a Doctor's
Prescription to get the Harvey
Stomach Treatment. This Doctor's Formula is guaranteed to
relieve Ulcer Pain and that acid
gassy, belchy, constipated, nervous and run-down condition.
or your money back. Each box
of Harvey Tablets contains a
diet chart that points out the
food that causes excsesive gas,
bloating and stomach distress.
Sold only at

WOOD DRUG

ATTENTION FARMERS!
SPECIALS
Beginning, May 1st... Shop Labor Reduced

SHOP LABOR REDUCED FROM
$2 to $1.25 per hr.
Experienced Mechanics

Princeton, Ky.

We Use Only Genuine Ford Tractor Parts
All Work Guaranteed

Tires ... $43.69
1st Grade Firestone. .. 10x28
•New
world of riding
•omfort

(Including Tax)

Allowance on old tire, if no breaks . .

•More
rush'

'wheel alignment check

*battery check
•headlight test

•14°s's aornron
•Easier
stsering
•Selec
tid to *qui
finest ens san P
•Pro* trial rap

Ask Us the $61 Question!
In Fairbanks-Morse farm equipment ad ert ng,you've
seen the slogan "It's What's Inside That Counts."The
nest time you're In town,ask us the $64 question. Ask
is to prove that what's inside any Fairbanks-Morse
farm machine make* It better.

Batteries, Genuine Ford . $11.00
Genuine Ford
AND OLD BATTERY

Whether its•water system,an engine,alight plant,
or a hammer mill that you'll need nest, we're sure we
can show you superior design and construction...
hidden values which you'll agree make a FairharikaMorse product your best buy.
And remember—you eau always get repair parts for
any Fairbanks-Morse product.
FAMOUS U I Royal Air Rides.
•" known brands —Ail
than 111 ma.

PECIAL— 25% 0111

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
132 E. Main St.

Princeton, Ky.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Fairbanks-Morse
Waft.nr.t•Ins • *amp Tampa • "7." Fogine• • Light II,,,,. • IVInAmIlls
Palmy Sari• • Cons Rhall•r* • Hammer MI6 • Wankor• • Iron.*

C. & L. TRACTOR COMPANY
Phone 3305

Princeton, Ky.

Thursday, Miry
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trkt thereof, or any class of pro- Livestock Market
perty or any item in any class of
Hog prices were up, lambs the
tionl
t me) property. The Kentucky Tax same and cattle prices about the
though elected by the people, Commission shall fix the assess- same this week as compared to
ment of all property at its fair
is 'st State official as well as a
last week's sales. There was a
cash value." (Unquote)
county official.
I sOeld not be blamed for slight decrease in number of
A part of KRS 133-150 reads this portion of the Kentucky Re- livestock sold.
thus: (Quote) "The Kentucky vised Statute so, I feel that I TOTAL HEAD 1224
Tat Commission shall equalize had no authority to refute it. Long Fed Steers $23-$25
each year the asessment of the Only the Judge of the Court of Short Fed Steens $22-$24
property among the counties. It Appeals has the authority to Medium Quality
shall compare the recapitulation make a decision on this point.
Butcher Cattle $20-$22
As my official duties will pre- Baby Beeves $22-$25
of the County Tax Commissioner's books from each county with vent me from seeing each voter Fat Cows $16-$1e
the records of sales of land in personally. I take this means of Canners and Cutters $12-$15
such county, or with such other soliciting your vote and influ- Bulls $18.25-$19.50
infromation as may be obtained ence and pledge my full time in Stock Cattle $19-$24
from any'source, and shall de- impartial service to the taxpay- Feeder Cattle $20-$23
termine the ratio of the assess- ers of Caldwell county.
Milk Cows per Head $83-$150
Sincerely,
ment valuation to the fair cash
Best Spring Lambs 60 lb.-80 lb.
value. The Kentucky Tax ComMrs. S. J. Larkins
$31
mission shall have power to inVEALS
About 30,000 women in the
crease or decrease the aggregate
No. 1 Veals $26.70
lames Brown
- Wayne Morris, Bruce Bennett, Robert 11
assessed valuation of the proper- United States lose their lives No. 2 Veals $25.90
as they appear with Janis Paige and Geraldine Brooks in Warner
ty of any caunty, or taxing dis- by ac,2ident each year.
Throwouts $20-$24.25
Brothers Technicolor triumph, "The Younger Brothers", which will
HOGS
have its World Premiere at the Capitol Theater Sunday and Mon200-230-418
day.
235-280-17.50
7:30 o'cclock, Evening Worship
285-400-417
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
405-Up—None Offered
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
120-155---$17
FIRST CHRISTIAN
160-195--$17.50
Church School, 9:46 o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
Roughs 450 lb & under $15.25
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
Worship Service, 11 o'clock
Roughs over 450 lb. $14.80
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
CYF, 6 o'clock
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
Many countries hold national
6:45 p.m. Training Union
HOLINESS
PENTECOSTAL
elections on Sunday because on
Old Madisonville Road, Rev LEBANON BAPTIST
that day businessess will be
Cunningham, pastor
least interfered with and the William E.
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
most voters are free to come to
Services held every second
11:00 a.m.
Morning
Worship
the polls.
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
Young People's Service 6:00
and Sunday morning at 11
p.m.
o'clock.
Evangelistic Service '7:30 p.m.
prayer OGDEN METHODIST
Wednesday evening
RICHARD FIUDNUT
service 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
Saturday, Evangelistic service
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
7:30 Evening Worship.
6 o'clock
Morning Worship, 11 am.
RICHARD HUDNUT
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Here's your play shoe
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
o'clock
work shoe — built for
David W. Sebulherr, Minister
SUNDAY
strenuous steps yet cool
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
9:48 o'clock, Sunday School
leave your hair extra-lustrous, easy to sell
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
and comfort. Made in
10:45 o'clock, Morning Worship preach at the Cedar Bluff Bap7:30 o'clock, Evening Worship tist Church Sunday morning at
white leather with velvety
Perfect pair for lovely hair! Enriched Creme
WEDNESDAY
11 o'clock.
Shampoo has magic in its creamy goldness:
crepe soles for easy move-

Mrs. S. 1 larkms

Deaths & Funerals
Mina Cash
eral seri/ices for Mrs.
Mina Montgomery Cash, who
died Monday, May 9, were conducted Tuesday afternoon in
Caldwell Springs Church. Rev.
Mr. Boswell was in charge.
Burial was in the church cemetery.
Mrs. Cash, the widow of Henry
Cash, Is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Cliffis Lee, Princeton,
with whom she lived, and Mrs.
Florence Jones, Weldon, Ark.,
19 grandchildren, 13 great-grandchildren and several nephews

1949

Pendergroph's Work
88,500,000 ,,.na of Ingot stet,
Discussed In Book
1948. The figure on
of the Rev, G. R. steel was almost 66,000.000

Hard& can See
Pendergraph, Eddyville, Baptist
ors humans (-an e
section,
is
this
for
worker
rural
discussed in Kentucky Baptists
Sending Gospel Light, 90-page
SEE
mission book to be released this
The New, AdvAnted
month by the Baptist State
SPRING and slAINI4
Board. Rev. Pendergraph is one
of 77 workers supported by KenFASHION FROCKS
tucky Baptist churches.
I
have the complete nee
and nieces.
She was a member of the Mis- ready to show—thrilling
sionary Baptist Church. Mrs. you will want to se
,
Cash had been in ill health a
Mrs.
Henry
year.
CaliWri9r,:
900 N. Jefferson tit Tel
Everyone reads the Leader.

EXTRA! Come in all next week
and meet Miss Evelyn Heater,
well-known Beauty Authority direct from the Richard Hudnut
Fifth Avenue Salon! She'll tell
you how to give your hair professional care . . . at home . . the
Richard Hudnut way!

WATCH
REPAIRING
OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Ask To See
STYLE No. 3510
As Sketched

1.00 each...
Creme Rinse, ps. iss

WOOD DRUG STORE

SATURDAY, MAY 14
ng

t15-lones
Helen

Eddr

THAT ARE SURE TO WIN FIRST HONORS !

You'll love the easy way
they tie! And their clear
swing printed patterns and
colors.

Jaunty Glen Plaids and
Solid Color
Summer sharkskin in blue,
green, gray-blue or brown.

$4.98 & $7.95
Give him a suit for graduation.
All-wool gabardine or cool Bur
Mill Tropical. Our prices are
right.

$24.75 & $32.50
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HAN WAY
FOULARDS

Two-Strap

only $4.95

ry 22•

\lay

White Leather

ment. Priced at,

, bthCIMPi°
and Mrs'
street.
of their
to Mr.
KlIttSWS, a

of Mr. a
gddy Cr
,f Lofton
= Mr. and

At [he Churches

real egg* that, by actual test, makes your hair
shining-clean, shimmering with "lovelights"
and—easier to comb and set into smooth pin.
curls like a professional's. Creme Rinse is an
amazingly effective hair-reconditioner; wonderful for "damaged" hair, hair that is too dry or
too oily, parched by sun or wind. It rinses your
tresses to glowing radiance!
P. S. See how much better your
Richard Hudnut Home Permanent
"takes" with these two boons to
.
(powdomd, 1%)
hair-beauty

sda

t
Mrs Jones
ler High S'
kkeeper at
Princeton.
Mr. jories is a
er High Sc
Id War rr a
in Veter
After a
pie will be at
. Mrs. Jones
k at the bank
• farm.
Try a Leader

For Boys Of Good
Taste
Pastel shades, Hanway
washable broadcloth, tailored. Sanforized ... 14-17.

HANWAY ARGYLES
Bright and right! 4-ply cotton
yarn; knit in plaid patterns.
Sizes 10-12.
Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner

W. G. Walrond. Alge

N. Harrison St.
Sam Howerton's
Fredonia, Ky.

FULL LINE OF JEWELRY

Phone 2075

RUSSELL'S JEWELRY
H. C. Russell

Pete Russell

Open Until 8:30 O'Clock Each Saturday Night
Closed Each Thursday Afternoon Through August
PREFERS
A TOUCH
OF WHITE!

BUILDING Business

If the success we wish for you
doesn't come of its own accord,
then chase it down. That's an

FOR YOU!"

American prerogative.

FLY

TIME!

SCREEN DOORS
$5.89 each and up
STORM DOORS
$13.50 each and up
CYPRESS SCREEN STOCK
5c per foot
SCREEN MOULDING
24c per ft.
Several different patterns—Screen Door Grills
$2.25 each

FLY TIME SPECIALS
PLASTIC WIRE
was 12c sq. ft... NOW 9c sq. ft
COPPER WIRE
was 14c sq. ft.... NOW 12c sq. ft.
DDT Paint was $7.00 5-gal can NOW $4.98 5-gal. can

A crisp white embroidered dicky on a
made-for-comfort coat dress with white
novelty buttons, convertible neckline. The
finest quality yarn dyed combed chambray.
wonderfully washable in aqua, blue, black.
pink. cocoa. 12.20

BODENHAMER'S
S. W. DUNN

R. M. OLIVER

.....
....................................................

Costu
Han
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health in the Western District of
the State Department of Health,
Wednesday, May 4, at the courthouse.
rretining School
fat i as Kingcade demonstrated
Twenty-three health leaders
from the homemakers clubs of nursing techniques and procedCaldwell county studied "caring ures and discussed some simple
for the Sick in the Home" under first aids which might be safe
th• direction of Miss Mildred to use until the physician arKingcade, supervisor of public rived.
The Caldwell County Health
with
cooperated
Department
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs Rufus Lee Boaz, Home Agent Wilma Vandiver in
Princeton, on the birth of a son, making arrangements for the
Larry Lee, Thursday, May 5. The meeting.
Present were Mesdames Fred
baby weighed seven pounds 12
ounces, Mrs. Boaz is the former Easley, W. H. Pool, Rudolph
Morris, Elija Lamb, Clifton Clift,
Margery Lee Clayton.
Floyd Dunbar, Herschel Dren- Mrs. Paul Johnston, LoChlifl- nan, Jimmie Jones, Floyd Lewis,
vale, was the weekend guest of Charles Hubbard, W. 0. Newsom,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Clint Adams, Ilugh Murphy, W.
D. Armstrong, Cook Oliver,
Worrell.

Homemakers News

call No. ep and niva Items for this nag.nag.to whoever &newer* the phone
foil.
• Flexile
of th•

Guests Entertained
ash-ChaMpi011
Cash, S. At Sunday Dinner
Ug and Mrs. M. L.
the
Mothers' Day dinner guests of
•:-son street, announce
Hat- Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Moore, Fredaughter.
their
of
age
donia, were Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
Louise, to Mr. Herbert Chem- Jennings,
Frankfort; Mr and
Kuttawa, at Hopkinsville, Mrs Tiller Sigler, Mrs. Frank
Hunt and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
-ay 22.
Ferrell and daughter, all of
Marion; Mr. 'and Mrs. Jack
ells-Jones
Grandstaff and Mr. and Mrs.
miss Helen Geneva Wells, A. P. Burklew and sons, all of
ughter of Mr. and Uri. W. L. Princeton, arid Mr. and Mrs. Coy
;. Eddy Creek, became the Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh
of Lofton Haydon Jones, Moore, Miss Adanell Brooks,
f Mr. and Mrs. Claude Kenneth Rushing and Mr. and
Eddy Creek, on Thurs. Mrs. Paul Moore and daughter,
May 5, at four o'clock. The Bonita.
ring ceremony was per.1 by Rev. L. J. Knoth, at
Alumni Tea Will Be
home in Katta‘va.
cousin of Wednesday Afternoon
Mrs. Robert Peters,
The annual alumni tea for
7ide, was matron of honor,
sbert L. Chambers, couSin Butler High School Alumni, facbridegroom, was best man. ulty and seniors will be from 3
i•rs attending the ceremony until 5 o'clock Wednesday afterre Mrs. Chambers, cousin of noon, May 18, at the home of
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Jr., Eddyville
bride, and Mr. Peters.
The bride wore a navy bue Road. A special invitation is exwith grey accessories and tended to the members of the
-age of white carnations. graduating class to attend the
,'eters wore navy with pink tea, Russell Goodaker, president
and a corsage of pink of the Alumni Association, said.
• ons. Mrs. Chambers wore
or blue dress withh navy Mrs. Maytie C. Jones
ories and a corsage of red
Entertains Bridge Club
• oas.
Mrs. Mytie C. Jones entertainJones is a graduate of
High School and is a ed her bridge club recently at
oeper at First National Mrs. Akin's. High score prize was
won by Mrs. Frendrick Stallins;
Princeton.
Jones is also a graduate of second Mrs. Gordon Glenn, and
High School, a veteran of bingo, Mrs. John Morgan. VisitWar II and is now enrol- ors were Mrs. Stallins, Mrs. RanVeterans Agricultural dolph Hutchinson, and Mrs. Tom
Simmons. Members present were
,r a wedding trip the Mesdames Cooper Crider, James
. will be at home in Prince- McCaslin, Conway Lacey, WilNit's. Jones will continue to liam Childress, Willard Moore,
at the bank and Mr. Jones James W. Walker. William McCaslin, Glen and Morgan and
'arm.
the hostess. A dessert course was
served prior to the play.
a Leader Classified Ad!

No expedite handl'.
''

Butler High Girls
Give Tea Tuesday
A tea for mothers and faculty
members was given from 4 to 8
o'clock Tuesday afternoon in the
Home Economics room of Butler
High School by members of the
Home Economics class and YTeen Club. The program, presided over by Jo Laster, included
a violin solo by Mary Virginia
Meadows, accompanied by Mrs.
C. T. Pollard; a vocal solo by
Margaret Grisham, accompanied
by Miss Nancy Stowers, and a
talk on the ideals of Y-Teen by
Mrs. David W. Schulherr. During the serving of the tea music
was furnished by Rosie Beck, Pat
Horn and Jackie Shoulders. Garments made by girls in the Home
Economics class were on display.
Faculty advisers for the tea were
Mrs. J. L. Walker, Miss Rebekah
Henderson and Mrs. Earl Adams.

Mrs. Lee Burklew
Entertains Sunday
Dinner guests Sunday of Mrs.
Lee Burklew, Fredonia, were Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Rushing, Mrs.
Ethel Barnett and R. B. Rushing,
Evansville, Ind., Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Hughes and Mr. and Mrs.
Walt Neal, Marion, and Mr. and
Mrs. Sheely Rushing, Sturgis.
Afternoon guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Moore and daughter,
Bonita, Princeton, and Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Moore.

Mrs. Hugh Morgan left Saturday for New York, N. Y. to visit
her son, Jimmie, and wife and
another son, Don stationed in
the Navy there.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hotsapple, Hurst, Ill., and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Holsapple and children,
llopkinsville, were the weekend
guests recently of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Fralick.
Mrs. J. L. Davis and son, James
Houston, of Hot Springs, Ark.,
and Miami, Fla., have returned
to Hot Springs after visiting her
grandfather, J. B. Wood; her
uncle, Claude B. Wood, and Mrs.
Wood:
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Young
spent Sunday at Kentucky State
Penitentiary Farm, near Kuttawa, as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Robbie Dorroh.
Mrs. Zelph Hobson, Libertyville, Ill., is visiting her brother,
Taylor Young, and Mrs. Young.
Mrs. Juanita Wilson has returned to her home in Princeton after
spending the winter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mrs. H. W. Nichols left Saturday for a visit to her brothers,
Joe, Willett and Benard Orange
and families, in Cleveland 0.
Mrs. Pauline Shelby will return here this week-end after
spending the winter in Avon, N.
Y., with her daughter, Mrs. C.
F. Holcombe. Mrs. Holcombe
will accompany her mother here
for a brief visit.

tended the tea given by Beta
Sigma Phi afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Kenneth L. Barnes
in honor of Miss Mary Wilson
Eldred, Princeton's First Lady of
1948. In the receiving line were
Mrs. "Sam Steger, president of
Beta Sigma Phi, Mrs. Harold
100 Guests Attend Tea
Rowland and Miss Eldred. Mrs.
Billy McElroy presided at the
Honoring Miss Eldred
.1 Approximately 100 guests at- tea table.

co's famous Puebla Cathedral
retains it original luster despite
400 years of exposure to the elements.
The Philadelphia mint in 1932
The glazed tile dome of Mexi- produced 14,500,000 coins.

Howard Pickering, M. . Glue,
Lee Mashburn, Everett Creasey
and J. H. Thomas and Miss Dorothy Ferguson.

WASHABLE SHOES
FOR SUMMER COMFORT
Styled For Comfort From The Finest Fabrics

HERE
NOW!

Keep Summer at your
feet all summer long
COOL AS A BREEZE
Every night, at midnight, this
Norge defrosts itself/ Current
Is turned off, light frost melts
from the outside of the
sealed freezer, and highest
refrigerating efficiency is restored. You can forget about
manual defrosting.

Summerettes

Kedettes

By Ball Bead

By U. S.

$3.95

33'13010 More Space
One-third more storage In same Boor space as
a prewar six. • Defrosts itself every night with
exclusive Self-D-Froster. • Giant Side Freezer
holds up to 37 lbs. of frozen food. • Coldpack
holds up to 12 lbs. of meal.

AleC,califra

B. N. LUSBY CO.
,

Phone 3141

MRS. HOUSEWIFE!
Be Sure To Visit The

"1950"
MODERN KITCHEN
for sunshine or starlight

ON DISPLAY

Sunback styles, each with its own

ALL THIS WEEK

separate jacket, make Carole King

COURTHOUSE SQUARE
Princeton, Ky.

Juniors your most versatile
summer dresses. Wear them
everywhere... you'll fit the
occasion by merely slipping

For The Sweet
Girl- Graduate

the jacket on or off*

A. Seen in Plimaploy
"Bewhieher", c fine Pies mabln. The weskit somas off...
and peseta...reveals a bewitchtag sentrirees. The dress is is
pastel tome with Packet is Noss
Ditto, Jangle Cross as Press
Mercerised esti Sanforfned•.
Aims 9 te 1S.
$8,3

\

$895

$1095

See our complete assortment of Graduation Gifts,
so you can select one you think she will like best.

Costume Jewelry
Handmade Linen Handkerchiefs
Lingerie
Scarfs
Purses
Newest Shades in
Sheer Hosiery

Sala a Clip /Vali

"Double Dandy" Without jacket
for sunny days, with bolero for
cooler nights, this Sanforized•
sod Mercerized Chambray will
"go everywhere" Citron. Medium Blue, Medium Green. Sires,
9 to IS.
$893
"Sonaprite". Sanforised* ..a
anerrerived stripe and plain
ehambniy in • combination just
right for • walk in town, or for
pla yi rut in the ma Cocoa,Spruce
snook ll;unimetsL Siam 9 to IS.

•Serpties Package'. Be perfectly proper...completely dement
I. this Chambray ensemble.
Pewter, Petal Pink. Foes Aqua.
Siam 0 to IS. Sanforized' •nd
Mercerised.
$1093
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rI in 1948, although Ow !
county was alloted only $29,6n2 '
for the year, W. S. Taylor, chair- 1
main of the Caldwell County Agricultural Consrevation Association, said this week.
Farmer Interest In
much
Farmers knew how
money had been alloted in the
Soil Conservation Is
county before the practices were
Great, Traylor Says
Traylor said. The
Caldwell county farmers started, Mr.
allotment is based on practices
proved they are greatly interestoffered
rates
and payment
ed in soil conservation by carry- through the AAA program.
ing out practices totaling $74,.
Many other needed farm practices were voluntarily carried
out which are not shown on
AAA records, Mr. Traylor said.
Records show 14,239 tons of
lime were spread on 343 farms
and reported through the AAA,
for
he said. Approximately 2,000
• GOOD QUALITY
tons of phosphate were used in
1948 on 767 farms on grasses
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
and legumes. This is low, he said
because of the sacricity of ma*GOOD VALUE
terial. Potash was used on 71

Farm Practices
Total $14,543.21

Burley Export
Prospect Good,
Dealers Advised

Louisville, (AP)---The Burley
Leaf Tobacco Dealers Association
was told here recently that prospects are good for an increasing
export trade in United Statesgrown tobacco.
J. Barnard Gibbs, one of four
experts from Washington who
spoke at the organization's annual meeting, predicted an upswing in the export of U. S. tobacco to Europe, from which he returned recently. He is chiesf of
the tobacco and tropical products
division of the Department of
Agriculture.
Last year, he said, world tobacco trade was seven percent
below the prewar average: in 1947
• IN GOOD TASTE
it was 16 percecnt below and in
1946 it was 11 percent below.
FIRST PATIENT—Mrs. Richard Tabor, Charleston, W
see
, smiles
He added that it is reasonable
up from hospital bed (May 3) at her husband, a first year West
to assume an increase such as folVirginia University medical student, who delivered their sevenlowed World War I when the
Arnold Ligon Truck Line pound son himself at their trailer home ut Morgantown,
W. Va. "soft currency" countries are able
Contact
They didn'til have time to wait for a doctor. Mother and baby are
to get hold of some dollars.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 3284
Princeton, Ky.
doing nicely. (AP Wirephoto)
George Van Dyne, of the tobacPhone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
co and tropical division, told the
Four hundred thousand pine
association of an increased deand locust seedlings have been
mand for U. S. tobacco in Latin
set in Calloway county, 90 perAmerica, where he recently visitcent being pine.
ed 16 countries.
Homemakers in Montgomery
He said consumer preference
county called attention to Home
there has shifted to the AmericanDemonstration Week by window
May 14 Is Deadline
blend type cigarette and, although
exhibits of slipcovered furniture.
For Registration,
duties are very high, Latin
farms, and 513 acres of cover
Americans are making money and
Mabry Says
crops, such as crimson clover,
Fifteen Caldwell county farm- spending it.
S. E. Wrather, assistant director
hairy vetch and annual ryegrass, ers have signed 102 calves to
were seeded on 154 farms.
be vaccinated against Bang's dis- of the tobacco section of the DePermanent pastured mixtures ease, R. A. Mabry, county agent, partment of Agriculture, discusswere seeded on about 600 farms, announced Tuesday. This does ed marketing problems in tobacthe new seeding of Kentucky not include farmers who may co-growing states. He said legislaFescue and Ladino Clover being have registered in their own tion regulating marketing and
grading of tobacco lies largely in
tried on 88, the chairman said. communities, he said.
province of the states, rather
Of approximately 1,500 farms
Those who have signed are the
(Rear of C. A. Woodall Ins. Office)
listed in the AAA program, 1,008 Randolph Brown, 25 calves; Jim- than the federal government.
He said he believed burley toearned payment either in cash my Jones, 8, and Pepper Jones,
bacco was channeled through the
or lime and phosphate materials, 8, all of Princeton;
Reginald markets too fast last year and
Mr. Traylor reported.
Pehlps, 7; J. P. Rust, 4: F. E.
added that the Department of
Jones, 8; Sarah Conway, 7, and
Agriculture is seeking to formuHoward Story, 6, all of Fredonia; late a policy on dates the markets
Jim Tyrie, 1, and Pat Tyrie, 1,
will open.
th of Farmersville; John MorOther speakers include George
Use Ren-O-Sal
gan, 15, and Kenneth Wigginton, W. Thomas, chief of the ECA's
3, both of Crider; Charles Hub- food and agricultural division; W.
bard, 2, Eddyville Road; Norman F. Station, secretary-treasurer of
Cannon, 4, Cresswell, and Jim the Burley Tboaco Growers CoNeal, 3, Otter Pond.
operative Association; R. H. ProcThe vaccination is being done tor, executive secretary of the
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
free of charge under the sponsor- Kentucky Farm Bureau Fedeeraship of the State Department of tion; John E. Brown, general
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
Agriculture, Mr. Mabry said. agent of the Farm Credit AdminCalves between the ages of six istration in Louisville; C. W. MaChicks grow fastand on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
and 12 months are eligible for loney, manager of the Stemming
er, do better, when
vaccination, he said.
you give them Dr.
District Tobacco
Association,
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
Farmers who wish to take ad- Madisonville, and Paul Rudolph,
Salsbury's RENvantage of this offer are request- manager of the Dark Tobacco DisO-SAL in the waWe pay all phone charges.
ed to register with the county trict Association, Clarksville, Tenter right from the
agent or with previously an- nessee.
start. Easy to use and
nounced registrars in various
Officers of the dealers associaeconomical. REN-0-SAL, in
communities by Saturday, May tion were re-elected. They are J.
larger doses, prevents cecal
14, Mr. Mabry said. Number of E. Bohanon, president; S. P.
coccidiosis. Ask /or RF-N-0.
calves to be vaccinated are to Owen, secretary; Mabel Rector,
SAL. here.
Phone 3698
Princeton, Ky.
be reported at registration, he treasurer, and Lor7zo K. Wood,
added.
WOOD DRUG STORE
general counsel.
Phone 2075

MEMORIALS

Henry & Henry

102 Calves Signed
For Vaccination

LOOK AND LISTEN!
We have all the top tunes in

1? 1940

,asao Grove

••Ir women In Wel ''(: county
• d rugs,
arc making 9-by 12 l '
after gaining an ap.,.- , (,(tion for
Rural Rural Life Sunday,
good design and workmanship in
which is May 22, now is widely
their 'homemakers clubs.
observed throughout Kentucky,
according to the Department of day for all services with a dinner
Rural Sociology at the College on the ground. Community-wide
of Agriculture .and Home FAX)- union services are held in some
counties. Local agriculiural ornom cs, University of Kentucky.
ganizations of men, women and
It was first observed in 1929.
youth are often willing to att nd
The college's suggestions about and share in the services. A
ral
Rural Life Sunday says "county play of pageant may be subs itutand city pastors may exchange ed for disccussion groups in the
pulpits for the day. Parfshhes evening."
consisting of several churches •
a circuit should make it a parish

To Observe May 22
Rural Life Sunday
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H. C. P'POOL
Authorized Dealer

a Ann Rogers

FERGUSON TRACTOR
CALL Si
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Complete Insurance Service
111 W. Market St.

sAiacetott
CREAMERY,

AND IMP. COMPANY
PRINCETON, KY.

.„. Mrs. Henry

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Greatest blue Yet

Music Festival
To Be Held At UK
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By over 50 Years of Research
to produce the very finest of
House Paints.

After your home's on lire.
Get It Here

Applias.

C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency

— ii7 W. Main St
Princeton, Ky.

—

FOR THOSE WHO BAN
MONEY PROBLEMS
WITH A PLAN

YOU SAYE MONEY

The wide variety of
pure, clear-toned
non-fading colors of
BPS House Paint
give that beautiful
long-lasting, fresh appearance.

BPS House Paint gives you a Point
Bonus.., by giving
you extra years of ill
paint beauty and
protection—at no
extra cost.

BEST PAINT SOLD

More unpleasantness and strife
probably arise from money matten than anything else Our Personalized Financial Service for
Families and individuals provides a plan which will go for
towards eliminating your money problems. It is available to
borrowers or non-borrowers . . without cost or obligation.
We will welcome the opportunity to tell you more about it.
Phone or come in for complete Information.

grtteNstate FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY.
1..•

W. Court Square

PRINC
(GARD
E. MAIN ST.

USE PURINA DD

Phone 2585

We Guarantee ...
you thecheapestfeed pricesin town!
16% Dairy Feed
Beef Fattener
Laying Mash
Growing Mash
Pig and Sow Ration
Hog Fattener

$2.88 per Cwt.
2.30 per Cwt.
3.60 per Cwt.
3.40 per Cwt.
3.35 per Cwt.
3.07 per Cwt.

When Mixed According to Purina Formulas. Your corn is figured
in at market price plus your hauling charges. You Furnish your own
corn and bags.

We have been mixing and selling feeds for 25 years. We know
what you want and how to make it for you.

Why buy feeds when you can raise and mix
your own?
Come in and let us figure with you on your next mixing job

PRINCETON MILLS
GARDNER WHITE, Owner
210 E. MAIN ST.

woreasousr•—•

••

during the last sev
and alarmed the .
of using DDT as an
Drug Administratio
of DDT in sprayin•
There is no justifica
safety of the milk
DDT contamination

4

"The Complete Point Store"

PHONE 2071

PHONE 2093

' MAIN ST.

"A number of sta

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky. JEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

The Federal Seco
of Agriculture
April 5, 1949 after
meat agencies conc.
Is the national and

Only $4.95 per gal.

Kona°
mti0104

ebr

Mr.

D
YOU C

:Y 2111111:41•1Z5111,011k

Purina Custom Mixing done by local people from
your own grain.

"c:52,0f

HODGE MOTOR SALES

RICH NEW COLORS

We shuck your corn, shell your corn, clean your corn after shelling,
put corn through our hammer mill and mix for you, and we furnish
Purina Supplements that guarantee you complete coverage of
minerals and vitamins. When you follow Purina sanitation program and feed according to Purina recommendations and use Purina balanced feeds you can expect maximum results at the most
economical prices.

II

13a Doteat

New Beauttfol Chrysler

The solid covering of
BPS House Paint does
a perfect job of hiding
— the old surface.

Phone NH

• IT'S HAPPY DAYS

New through and through ... with over 50 advancesfirst from Chrysler!
Prestomatie Fluid Drive Transmission ... softer, safer,smoother Safety-Level-Ride
... plenty of head, shoulder,and legroom. Designed with common sense and
Imagination... wider chair-height seats, wider doors, broader windows.
Flashing new pick-up and go with more horsepower from the great Chrysler
high compression Spitfire Engine with waterproof ignition. See and ride in
the superb new Silver Anniversary Model,the greatest car value in our history!

2 to 3 years of extra
protection.., and a feeling of pride that comes
from using the best.

Where the Golden Rule

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

*girol FliAd Delve

COES FARTHER

Wilson,

FLIES AR•
Spray Early—Spray the
gray when necessary a

You can't get it by wire

In the BoWleyville community
in Beckinridge county, many farm
families have provided substantial mail boxes and have named
their farms.

PRESTOMA TIC FLUID DRIVE* TRANSMISSION

SP/I/V(11NC BEAUTY

Insurance

The state high school music
festival will be held the second
and third weeks in May on the
campus of the University of
Kentucky, according to an announcement by Prof. Louis Clifton, director of the UK Extension Department. High school
students from all sections of the
state will meet in Lexington
May 12, 13 and 14 for the vocal
section of the annual festival
which includes the all-state
chorus competition. The instrumental section is scheduled for
the following week, May 19, 20
sad el.

Taylor,

cr3kme,161•PRINCETON,K;!

Phones 3226 and 3140

PRINCETON MUSIC COMPANY

For•Better chicks

spen,
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Barbara. Mr.

RCA
Victor Records and
Radio Combinations.

Dead Stock
WANTED
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Eight To Compote

IAERy

New York-,-(AP)—An eightman track squad. of American
Mks Nola Wilson
C. Meadows filled his aces will compete in 'the News
ent Sunday and Sunday of the World meet at London
i'lere were 70 percent at June 4, and also in track meets
in Dublin, June
Ay School.
and GlaaLeslie Ladd, Mrs. Aubrey know, June 11.
Performances in
Bettie
children,
Dot'and
the, indoor track meets this winJam eS Aubrey, had ter will be weighed
heavily in
recentlY.
the choicse of *Athletes.
Otis' Storms has a new
Mrs, Clint Ladd, Mr. and Mrs.
11. machine.
Mrs. Ralph Haile, Mr. Waylon Rogers and baby and
Brey Jewell and little Claude Storms and family were
• and Mr. and Mrs. Her- at Kuttawa Springs Sunday afre and children, Hop- ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crowe and
and Mrs Corbett Ladd,
•,:on, were among the out- baby, Paul, visited Mr. and Mrs.
muntiy visitors at church Ratliff Rogers Sunday.
Mrs. Robert Woolf visited Mrs.
ay.
nda Ann Rogers spent last Nolie P'Pool Monday afternoon.
with her grandparents, Gilmer Rogers, Fort Binning,
nd Mrs. Henry Taylor, near Ga., spent the weekend at his
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers, PONDER PULLS MAJOR UPSET IN WINNING KENTUCKY DERBY—Ponder, owned by Calumet
. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool
daughter, Barbara. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers and Farm (Warren Wright), crosses the finish line at Churchill Downs to win the 75th Kentucky Derby.
Capot comes in second, Palestinian
Old Rockport, fourth. The favorite, Olympia, shown at
Herbal Rogers and child - Mr. and Mrs. , Johnnie Rogers left, finishes sixth. (Associated Pressthird,
photo)
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Ful- and children visited Mr. and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. L. W. Rogers and sons, GilI Rogers and Rufus Over- mer and C. B., Sunday.
recently visited Mrs. Annie
Mrs. Carl Rogers and daughter,
Irene, visited Mrs. Henry Taylor,
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Boyd, Pa- Belt and Mr. John Cox.
rain Jewell recently visited near Cadiz,-Sunday.
Cornier.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers mona, Calif., are guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker
Nolie P'Pool recently and Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crowe and Mrs. John F. Rice this week. and Miss Jane Belt were SunMr. and Mrs. James Greenfield
her daughter, Mrs. Her- and baby, Paul, visited Miss Nola
day dinner guests of Mr. and
Murphy.
and son, Jim and Mrs. Carrie
Wilson Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. L. W. Guess and Miss Nelle
Meadows,
Mrs.
Eison,
Princeton,
C.
G.
were
Mrs.
v.
Sunday
Felix Mitchell and Mrs.
Adams and son, Jimmie, Allie Belle visited Mr. and Mrs. dinner guests of Mrs. J. B. Sory Guess, Crider.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tayand Miss Dora Young.
,ert McAlister, Jr., and David Mitchell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben DilMiss Georgia Boaz, who has lor, Bowling Green, and Mrs.
Mrs. C. R. Overbey recently
spent several months in Louis- Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville,
in and son, Pat, and Mor- visited Miss Nola Wilson.
ngham were visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Haile and ville with her sister, Mrs. 'Torn Tenn., were weekend guests of
•,ys and Higdons Sun- little son, Billie Edward, have Owen, and Mr. Owen, has re- Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Dr. H. -0. Brown of Denver,
been visiting the Robinson and turned home.
Mr. and Mrs, Reed Brown and Col., has concluded a visit with
Davis families.
daughter, Doris, and Mrs. Cecil his sister, Mrs. A. A. Babb, and
Brasher spent Sunday afternoon Mr. Babb.
Miss Maggie Coleman, Paduin Gilbertsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowery cah, spent the weekend with her
and sons, Wayne and Donald, sister, Mrs. Leslie Bright, and
Mr. Leamon Lowry all of Evans- Mr. Bright.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ray were
ville, and Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Lowry, Princeton, were guests of in Louisville several days last
Mrs. Belle Lowry and family week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. McSunday.
The Federal Security Agency and the Department
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart- Elroy and sons, Hodgenville,
of Agriculture issued the following statement on
wright, Evansville, Ind., spent Spent the weekend with her
April 5, 19-19 after a meeting of the principal governthe weekend with her parents, mother, Mrs. Florence Parr, and
ment agencies concerned with the utilization of DDT
Mr. and Mrs. S. G Wigginton, other relatives in the county.
in the national and international health and economy.
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess spent
Crider.
Mr. and Mrs. Zola Burton have several days last week in De'A number of statements have been published
moved to Rosiclare, Ill., to make troit, Mich:
,/ Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Carner,
their home.
during the last several days which have misled
Mrs. Ambie Fuller spent sever- Morganfield, spent Saturday
nd alarmed the public concerning the hazard
al days last week in Nashville night with Mr. and .Mrs. Arlie
f using DDT as an insecticide .. . The Food and
as guest of her daughter, Mrs. Vinson.
Mrs. J. E. Crisear, Portsmouth,
Raymond Cannon, and Mr. Canrug Administration has not prohibited the use
Va., and Mrs. Naomi Brasher,
non.
f DDT in spraying dairy cattle and barns . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Ward Muskegan, Mich., have conhere is no justification for public alarm as to the and daughter, West Point, spent cluded a visit here with Mr. and
his mother, Mrs. R. J. Yates.
afety of the milk supply from the standpoint of the weekend withMexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Koon
Mrs. Alma Ward
DT contamination."
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litch- and dau ghter Linda Ann,
field, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris, Georgetown, spent the weekend
Mrs. Ray Wigginton, and Mr. C. with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
North Court Square
A. Wilson attended services at J. J. Koon.
Miss Agnes Rogers and mother
Flatlick Cumberland Presbyterian church Sunday, where the have moved to the house vacated
Rev. Ray • Wigginton conducted
services.
Sunday afternoon guests of
USE PURINA DDT PRODUCTS TO CONTROL
rs. Nellie E. Bunton were: Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Rash and Mrs.
FLIES AROUND DAIRY BARNS
Hattie McMurray, Madisonville;
pray Early—Spray the Building—Spray the Cattle,
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Boyd, Pamona,
and reray when necessary according to directions on
Calif., Mr. and Mrs. John Rice,
the package.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker,

Suggests Wuys
To Feed Trees
Fertilizing young trees in the
spring is suggested by N. R. Elliott of the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, University
of Kentucky. lie says tekut a
circle about each tree three lent
across, remove the sod and weeds
within the circle, loosen the soil
two or three inches deep and
then apply two pounds of commercial fertilizer or well-rotted
manure. Keep the mamire away
from the trunk, and keep weeds
down in the circle. He suggests
this treatment for all trees set
during the past four years.
Many old shade trees around
homes in Kentucky are slowly
starving to death, notes Prof. Elliott. This is due in part to raking up leaves and other humus
material under the trees. If such
trees are still in good condition,
they often can be rejuvenated by
feeding, he added. Persons interested in saving trees should
see a county agent or a home
demonstration agent or write to
the college at Lexington.

*owns,- wit LOS

(FULL PINT)

pLus

BRusHINTL
•Renews old furniture!
•Makes woodwork sparkle!
•For kitchen cabinets!
•For kitchen and bathroom
walls!
•Ideal finish for
new unpainted furniture!

Wonderful Opportunity! The
"Wonder Enamel"all America
is using ...plus a high quality
Imported bristle brush ... at a
rare price! Both for only 984.
The Enameloid alone regularly
mills for more than that! Don't
miss this great buy. And don't
miss the thrill of seeing Foameloid work decorating wonders in your home. Brightens
your old furniture. Gives you
stunning, easy to dean walls
and woodwork! Easy to apply!
Dries quickly! Doesn't leave
brush marks!

•BRILLIANT COLORS to
accentuate your decorating
schemes.

Phone 117

Mutt•
;Ve dials.
well-proportioned
and ample in
rise. 12 inches,
$12.50,

AT DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
PLUS BIG DIVIDENDS
Howl;,
'woncierful for frnifand
flower arrandem•nts,
104 inch•s with
fluted eides ... $7.50

Sale Starts Immediately... Lasts
For the Next 2 Weeks

Pit,lier

linUsually graceful,
'bolds 2 Taut.;
;$17.50j

Never before such an
array of stock, all included in this gigantic
SALE (only exception
are agency goods and
fair traded items).. .
SHOP KEACH'S NOW
for the greatest values
of the year. The DIVIDEND offers you much
more in this great 51st.

Listed Below is just one of the
many

DIVIDEND VALUES
offered . . .
Blue, massive style, wood trim, Anniversary Sale Price only—

$168.51

YOUR DIVIDEND
Includes Occasional
Chair, 2 matching
End Tables, 2 beautiful Table Lamps, Coffee Table and Scatter Rug ... Total value
$69.85 . . . all included FREE, as your
dividend, with the purchase of the suite. .

'The Big Store. - 9 Floors - - Keach's Has It"

Hollowware by International le expertly
Josioned and carefully wronight by time
moat highly adha worLmen for daily
yees lifter year.
...Yours for 4 Wax
more iNtstatiini e4111.

LLAOLK, rj<IlLLIUN,

Quinn
Seventeen members answered
roll call at Quinn 4-H Club
Wednesday
meeting
evening,
May 4, by giving a poem, song,
anecdote of favorite quotation.
This took the place of a regular
program.
The meeting was called to order by the president, Harley
Lowry. The vice president, Roy
Massey, Jr., led the salute to the
flag and the 4-11 pledge. Ella
Mae Massey, song leader, led
the group in singing "Old Black
thank-you card to the club from
Joe". The secretary read a

Ella May Massey for the pot
flowers they sent her while he
was in the hospital for an appendectomy. Plans were made
for a picnic or weiner roast in
place of the regular meeting in
June. No definite time was eel
Eight members, who were to
give demonstrations .ally Day
gave their demonstration for the
group. The girls taking sewing
displayed their work which they
were to enter in the style revue Rally Day. Six girls were
to enter the Revue.
Fifteen visitors and the lead,
Mrs. Lenoth Hopkins were pre
ent at the meeting.

California Leads
In Big Leaguers.
populat!on
Atlatita,
of a state apparently has little or
nothing to do with the amount
of laig-leauge baseball talent produced In that state.
Based on the 19411 census California was the fifth ranking
state in population, but It ranks
first in 'big league stars. Thirtyeight players were born in California.
ranks second
Pennsylvania
with 29 stars. Twenty-five stars
were born in Illinois, making the
Sucker State third ranker among
producers of prime baseball
beef.
New York has more people
than any other state but it Is
fourth in baseball population
with 19 stars. North Carolina
QUADRUPLETS BORN IN BRONX—Nurses hold two boys, while two girls lie in incubator (May 4) and Texas each have 11 native
following birth of quadruplets to Mrs. Ethel Collins, 27, at Lebanon Hospital in the Bronx, New
ma)ors.
York City. Dr. Herbert Vogel who assisted in the delivery stands in center. Nurses are Alvira Wil- sons in the
Canada has three stars in the
liams (left) and Vera West. Children had not been named at time the picture was made, but the
father announced later that they will be named Andrew Raymond, Edward Charles, Linda Carol, and big leagues. Italy, Scotland and
Barbara Ellen. The father, Charles, 29, is a clerk in a brokerage firm. Hospital reported all doing Czechoslovakia have one player
well. (AP Wirephoto)
each in the majors.

Pushcart Wrecks Auto

for a glowiog look of lovolinssal
All eyes tuna to pee upon a smooth, sot:
skin that glows with fresh, dew-toothed
beauty! Pamper your prettiness with DuBorry
Sophisti-creme, wonder-working cresne disc
make-up that wafts a sheer veil of
flattery over your complexion... discreetly hiding
tiny lines and imperfections, adding an aura
of young radiance! So light it seems
to melt on your skit... and in a palette
of flattering, fashion-right shades! 1.00 pb. ass
EXTRA! Come in all next week
to meet Miss Evelyn Heater.
Beauty Expert direct from the
famous Richard Hudnut Fifth
Avenite Solon-DuBarry Success4-School! She'll work out a
personal make-up scheme for
you . . . and . . . with every
purchase of 1.00 or more, she
has a gift for you!

KiNIUCKY

Homemaker News

Colorado Springs, Col—(AP)
George Powell attended the —A pushcart made a 10-mile
Homemakers Schedule
motorcycle races in Madisonville zip-trip clown a mountain
May 17, 9:15, o'clock W. H. 0.
side
Sunday.
to involve 27-year-old Leslie P. Radio Station, Bethany Club.
May 17, 2 o'clock, Otter Pond,
Mr. and Mrs. Chambers, Lew- Kincaid in a strange traffic acMrs. Albert Hartingan, hostess,
istown, had the misfortune of cident.
The cart, a light affair used Mrs. Ramey Johnson, co-hostess.
losing their home and its entire
May 18, 2 o'clock, Mrs. Cleveby a railroad section gang high
contents last Saturday morning.
in the Rockies, took off on its land Hayes, hostess.
Mrs. Lennie Crowder was in solo spin from a spot on the
May 19, 1:30 o'clock, Advisory
town Saturday.
Council, Small courtroom.
other side of Manitou Springs.
Mrs. Hester Powell and Mrs.
May 20, 1:30 o'clock, Bethany,
The section hands jumped in
George Franklin visited Miss a car and gave chase along a Mrs. E. L. Strong, hostess.
Lola Veal Sunday morning.
mad parallelling the track on
Mrs. Dewey Veal is slowly im- Which the cart travelled. But
be- Cobb
proving.
fore they caught up oiith it the
Cobb Homemakers Club met
Gene Oliver and Adrien Pool cart buzzed through Manitou
Tuesday, April 26, at the home
visited Robert and Leon Powell Springs and into the Western
of Mrs. Cline Murphy.
Sunday.
sector of this city, smacking
Mrs. Ora Bryant and Mrs.
Donald Redden and Miss Ma- squarely into the small coupe
Guy Leuellen presented the lesbel Beshears attended church in of Kincaid, as the driver atson on foods, and prepared and
town Sunday night.
tempted to make a grade-cross- served a buffet meal with the
Oather Capps, Evansville, Ind., ing.
assistance of members.
spent the weekend with his famiKincaid said he saw the cart
Mrs. Jerry Holloway, presily.
coming but he underestimated dent, presided at the business
Mrs. Hershel Lamb and child- its speed. His coupe took quite
session. Mrs. Cl*tne Murphy gir. ,
ren, White Schoolhouse com- a beating. The cart, however,
the devotional and thought for
munity, visited Mrs. Sadie Poe was undamaged.
the month. The minor lesson,
Sunday.
legal affairs, was presented by
Tom Cavanaugh visited Arthur
Mrs. Otis Smiley. The recreaBirds Go To Church
Franklin one day recently.
Rigsfield, England— (AP) — tion period was directed by Mrs. i
I Mrs. Mettle Morris was in
Preaching to birds as St. Francis Murphy.
Evansville, Ind., Saturday.
The May meeting will be at
of Assisi did would seem to be
Mrs. Ethel Crowder visited
almost unavoidable at the local the home of Mrs. Jack P'Pool.
Mrs. Larue Crowder Sunday.
Members present were MesW. H. Franklin spent Sunday Anglican church.
Robins have built a nest in dames Etta Taylor, Earl Wood,rs
in Crittenden county.
the lectern.
Cline Murphy, Guy Leuellen, D.
Mrs. Marne Darnell was in
D. Rogers, Rab McAlister, Ora ;
town Saturday shopping.
The Flying Dragon glides from Bryant, Clyde Wood, Jerry HolMrs. Anna Rollins has been
tree to tree on sails of thin skin, loway, Herman White, Rudolph
seriously ill.
which stretch over its movable Morris, Otis Smiley and ElizaHerman Cox was in our comribs.
beth Lamb. Visitors were Misses ;
munity last week..
Graham bread took its name
from Sylvester
Graham, an
American lecturer on temperance and food reform, who advocated bread made of wheat
flour in which all the wheat
kernel except the husk is used.

Think of •
Better rarmi

When Sultan Selim 1 of Turkey conquered Persia in the 16th
century he included in his loot a
number of tile makers and took
them back to Turkey.

Comes
ofipitunl•
Hs approach of Commencement Day 1949,
brings many high school
seniors taco to face with a
bie question — what next?
There's Oft• big
sisool
ty to which every hZtlithnigraduate should give serious
eonedderation. This is the career
offered you in today's Regular

And with the more ,{
quire:mutts you will face
ail-'round oottipetition
argnment to the more thur
courses offered it
Weal and specialty ichoof,
The rewards are also
—opPO rttanity for adVincatie,
limited only by your &bait
!stalely*. Many of tour
:
oral °Mean began their
i etez U Privates. Soria oy
Few opsaIngs in pirsate
Privates may be our haat'
torpriee oder you the
want
training, the sduoatioaal
Appolialmasate to °Mee
tag's, the exciting travel atralt
'
"date &Mak mod to the u
mature, the sapervimid
111111itar7
art
programs
Modesty
recreation
et
Wes
and
clean, wholetworse, waive •that Cr. available to those ish
can be yours with an Aray ea- Sake the grads. la ohm
laid sea yoa espies $o wee
listment.
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elm Arwrg you swami pant phy- without sag obileauon
sical enstalastiono What aye
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Wilma Vandiver, Joyce Wood,
Ida Lou Lamb, Johnnie Mildred
Bryant and Bonnie Jo Holloway.
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bad, your Funk's "G" Hybrid will

you have an unfavorable season, weather-proofed "G'
Hybrids are real protection for you. "Bred to beat the elements,"
these famous strains actually make some of their best records when

So plant, with confidence, Funk's "G' Hybrids.

.. When
you see
this
sign—

Ws display this trade-mark as
your Invitation to come In ond
visit. Let's talk about farming and
how you can save time and labor.
Let's talk about the Nov loss Tractor Mower-the smoothest, fastest,
infest mower you ever saw ...
about the Nrw loss four-bar Side
Rake and Tedder whkh helps you
to make better hay ... about
how you can use the all purpose
Nrw IDEA Form Wagon to get
more work done. You're always
wekome, so drop in soon.
Wagon

YOUNG HARDWARE 87114: COe

Tho most B.
Styr
All your friends w'
'
14414: what a
4 Body by Fislie
Chevrolet an•I big

54-Guage NYLON

FAIR

MASTERBILT SLACKS
E & W SHIRTS
EL PATIO SPORT
SHIRTS
SAILOR STRAWS

SANDALS BY ROBERT
JOHNSON

PARKWAY CRAVATS
RAND SHOES

IN ALL THE NEWEST
SHADES

PANTIES BY GOLDETTE
SLIPS BY VANITY

The most Boo
Driving and
Chevrolet.s new Ce

FUN, BECAUSE NOW all your

Russell's Korum his been used by successful poultry
raisers with excellent results for over 20 years. Year

after

year many thousands of chick raisers use Korum
with every brood of chicks they raise.
Russell's Korum (Improved Formula) with only 2
teaspoons to each gallon of either water or milk helps
chicks grow faster and mature earlier . . . and Korum
can be used in any kind of drinking vessel.
0
• To get best results start using Korum with chicks or
poults at as early an age as possible. Get a supply of
Korum Today. It is economical. Pints $1. Quarts $1.75.
/
1
2 Gallons $3.00. Gallons $5.00.

clothes ... will have that "tailor.
like" finish that only steam pressing can give them Stearn irons
silks, rayons, anti light cottons ...
gips through much of the family
ironing without the need for sprinkling. Steam presses woolens ..
coats, suits, strsetwear.
... without
a press cloth. Even your tailor can
do no better!

-including Cente
eftitor-Pciut Scab
01 Gravity
without
'nee
: led

THE Ci-E STEAM IRON
IS TWO IRONS IN ONEI
Yon saheb from steam to dry iron
ing and back again with a twig of
the control knob .. . nrt need to
srmpty venter. When dry ironing,
simply dial the fabric indicator te
the right beet for every fabric. Her
nsmity ether famous G.1E Ironing
Calrod• heetIna milt
feetures
for fest, even host ... doable hat.
ton nooks, coolto-the-toorh.hendlo
large eoleplat•, ant rionble thomb
nets for right and left hand ironen,

f'enter.
Pellann, gist.., crib
Ind skii4

oa;
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y learns About

Page Eleven

magazine:
About 38 percent of the
"Wedding dresses which begin brain is "gray matter".
Barking, Essex, England The
Rev. W. F. P. Chadwick, 44, mar- below the shoulders, even when
ries 500 couples a year in St. they are eked out by net, are not
suitable to be worn in church."
John's Anglican Church.
Lately he's been noticing some
of the recent styles worn by
By Louis G. Panos
Wichita, Kans-as
conversation—
Baltimore—The athlete leng- brides and their bridesmaids.
Not a lengthy
So he has written in his parish
thened his stride as he neared
s real achievement for the
the finish line of the cross coun- sprinted 75 yards in less than
Mk for lees laiweeiew
who
Australian
boy
year-old
try race. Rounding 'the final eight seconds.
II tow
months ago couldn't speak—
STEGER LUMBER CO.
bend at top speed, he crashed
Coaching the Maryland school
uldn't even comprehend that
Phone 3715
into a tree,. staggered to the is one of the youngest prep
sounds people made around
ground and Lay there.
Amiketisard Itep•••••sadv• of
athletic
directors
of
the
nation,
meaning.
had
Ohio Valley Torselnla Co...
"What's the matter with that 20-year-old Hugh Arnold. BeAs Advertised fa"The Pose
And the cheery greeting young
•
guy? Is he blind?" asked a spec- fore graduating last year he had
n Reid gives his clinic teachtator.
109 Short Street
won third place in the public
in the morning is an assur"Yes," replied another, "he's open wrestling •tournament.
parents—Mr.
and
his
to
blind."
Ralph W. (Jock) Reid of
This incident took
plance
abane---that their trip to
about nine years ago during the
dividends.
erica is paying
Maryland Scholastic
AssociaNearly six years ago John was
tion's annual meet. The runner,
.,-ken by Encephalitis Letharbarely able to distinguish night
Brain damage resulted. An
from day without his spectacles,
were
by
affected
leg
:Ind a
represented the Maryland School
,:ysis. When the Re ids
for the Blind. He suffered only
ught their family of three
Its low silhouette and distinctive roof line are among the identifying appearance features of minor injuries.
rigsters to Wichita and the
Since then the school has
the new Dodge Wayfarer two-door sedan. Dodge announces that the model is now in protote of Logopedics last Sepabandoned cross country compeduction.
It
is
powered
a
beehive
wat
of
by
John
the
same
engine
her,
used in other Dodge cars and has Fluid Drive tition and concentrated on
and Supe; Cushion tires as standard equipment.
vity without direction or unwrestling—and is holding its
father
puts stimuli that reached it—sounds,
ing. As the
the same as any other. His re- to focus attention as a two- own against all corners.
light, heat and all the things that flexes drove
Take Gene Spurrier. Blind
him to constant months-old baby. His attention
"Dr. Martin F. Palmer, direc- reach us, too—but which we can movement, with no
chance to focus now is about that of a since birth, this 20-year-old perof the institute, told me the ignore if we choose. John re- comprehend the
former is the cream of the curthings about year-old child.
•
had so affected John's acted to all of them. He darted him.
rent crop of wrestlers at the
Their
flying
trip
to
the
United
could
not
discrimiit
that
here and there—had no compre"Today--six months later—we States also opened a new world school. He won the 128-pound
te in the constant rain of hension of space. One room was
have a rested, relaxed child. He to the 38-year--old parents and championship recently in a tourney sponsored by the Eastern
sleeps restfully. He tries to to their other children. Mrs.
Athletic Association for the
speak simple words. He shows Reid says:
"We like it very much. It Blind.
speech recognition—obeys simple
Over a four-year period he has
really isn't the country—it's the
commands to sit still, close the
placed second once end third
people."
window, and so on. He plays
"There's a point that appeals three times in the Maryland
catch, plays with toys—each one
to both the wife and me—and scholastics—open to all high
chosen carefully to help in his
that's the wonderful kindness of school wrestlers.
detselopment. The Institute had
Spurrier says there isn't a
people here," her husband put
to reorganize John's brain—to
in. "I'm still trying to answer "whole lot of difference" beteach other parts to take over
the letters we've received—and tween wrestling a blind opponthe work of the parts damaged.
the gifts and candy and cards ent and wrestling one who can
When John came to the Institute,
see.
to John from all over."
he had about the same ability
"On my feet I'm mostly a
The father—former sportsAV
writer and reporter for the Bris- counter-wrestler, so I don't do
•
bane Daily Telegraph "down too Much until we hit the mat
under"—puts in his daily stint . . . But once I touch a guy's
S.
at
the Wichita Eagle. That's the shoulder, I can get a pretty
Jou save money by
job that backed up the Reid's good idea about what he's up to.
"putting all your in"A dip of that shoulder, the
application for a visa.
surance eggs in one
"Jock" Reid was hired by way he rolls his hips—they help
basket" because then
Marsh Murdock, associate pub- tell you what he's gonna do."
there
can
be
no
The association of sightless
lisher of the Eagle—morning and
duplication or overevening daily—which thus is athletes is in its third year and
lapping
various
of
cooperating fully in obtaining includes state schools in Kenpolicies. We'd like to
the son speech training at the tucky, North Carolina, Virginia,
show you exactly
Wesst Virginia and New York.
Institute of Logopeclics.
how a planned proAmong the privately endowed
Wichitans read with interest
gram can be worked
"Jock's" bylined feature in the institutions are the Maryland
out for you.
Eagle—usually giving the Aus- school, Perkins of Watertown,
trailian slant on things observ- Mass.; Connecticut School for
the Blind at Hartford, Overed here.
b r oo k of Philadelphia and
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
The human brain contains from the New York (City) Institute
Ill WgsrNmasir St • •
nine to 1I billion nerve cells for Education of the Blind.
Phone 2075
Like the Maryland school,
and neurons.
most of these now point for the
annual blind meet instead of the
open tournaments in their respective states. But they still
take on sighted schools during
the season.
At the moment, they're warming up for the association's track
meet to be held in May at Hartford.
Events include high jump and
broad jump—both from the
standing position—dashes and
the shot put. Spurrier has done
four-feet, 71
/
2 inches in the
standing high jump. He stands
only about nine inches taller.
Other athletes, guiding themselves along cables strung from
the start to the finish line, have

New Dodge Wayfarer Two-Door Sedan

peech, Parents
bout America

Blind Grapplers
Hold Own Against
Sighted Opponents

No Shortcuts To Church

Bill Mick

Over 125,000 hoint,'
protected against termites
by Terminix!
•

Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE

TERMINIX

FINDS FOR YOUR WELL ROuNDED WARDROBE!

•iRMY

BE SMART
BUY TWO!

fitpNCE

id will
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whe-
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Prescriptions

OOD DRUG
STORE

MARK CUNNING//AM

This Spring...it seems everybody's fancy is turning to
tiemartneattOW margra

ow\

Can Black-Draught
Help An
Upset Stomach?

11.
%';:s
.rSie

The Floetlin• De lux• 4-Doer Soden
Whoo ecieedi
eAtro met.
opatonol
•

... and te4e reason
&gives so much and evsts so litik to a/If-rate andmainfain
The most Beautiful BUY for
Styling

The most Beautiful BUY for Thrills and Thrift

All your friends will say, "What a
bendy; what a buy!" For this car has
I Body by Fisher—exclusive to
Chevrolet and higher-priced cars.

The most Beautiful BUY for
Driving and Riding Ease
Chevrolet's new Center-Point Design
—including Center-Point Steering,
Center-Point Seating, Lower Center
of Gravity without loss of road clearand Center-Point Rear SusNation gives enlirely new driving
sod riding ease.

RON
ONEI
It'

Yes, so great is the demand for new Chevrolets this
spring that it seems everybody's fancy is turning to
this most beautiful buy of all!
All America is thrilling to the fleet, flashing lines
and colors of Chevrolet's Bodies by Fisher'. .. to
the sparkling and spirited performance of its Valvein-Head Engine .. . and to the extraordinary new
driving and riding results imparted by its famous
Center-Point Design. And all America, is agreeing
that Chevrolet is the only car that offers all these
advantages of highest-priced cars and costs so little
to buy, operate and maintain!

The most Beautiful BUY for
Comfort
You'll be truly comfortable, even if you
ride all day long, thanks to a SuperSize Interior — deep, form-fitting
"Five-Foot Seats" —and extra-generous head, leg and elbow room.

ih"14
d irotvot

OLIALITY AT LOW/ST C•ST

4",
Buick Sales &
Service
We De All Rinds of klechiurilcal Work ou Cars and Truck,—

.

'CHEVROLF
r

ASSIIICA'S CROWN FOR- 11 YVAIS

Stevens Chevrolet
Princeton, Ky.

7.90

YOUR WOVEN CORD
•

FOR WILT-RESISTANT, TAILORED GOOD LOOKS
Stays fresh-as-a-daisy through the hottest days!
Well-defined figure-flattering lines in so many
styles. Misses', juniors' and women's half sizes.

•

GOOD SELECTION NOW AT $5.00

Road

—with new t'erti-Safe hydraulic
Brakes with Dubl-Life brake linings;
extra-strong Fisher Unisteel Body;
Panoramic Visibility; Safety Plate
Glass throughout; and the superset. Unitised Knee-Action Ride.

/,
/MT P

FOR ITS COOLNESS AND CLEAN COLORS
The perfect all-arounder! Clean precise lines..,
softly feminine details—so right for you! And so
easy to wash! Lovely pastels. Misses', half sizes.

Hundreds To Choose From
Dawson

CU

10,•
1,• ig

Princeton Motor
Sales

The most Beautiful BUY for
All-Round Safety

-

need "
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'Yee, Black-Draught may help an
upset stomach If the only reason
roll have an upset stomach is because of constipation. BlackDraught, the friendly laxative, Is
usually prompt and thorough when
taken as directed. It costs only a
penny or less a dose. That's why It
haa been a best-seller with four
generations. If you are troubled
With such symptomsas loss of appetite,headache,upset stomach,flatulence, physical fatigue, sleeplessness, mental haziness, bad breath—
and if these symptoms are due only
to constipation — then see what
lack-Draught may, do tor yo.,
Pat a Package today,
_Aso

YOUR CRISP RAYON

B. F. DILLINGHAM in
of shop—

*barge

Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your

PENNEY'S

1949 SEINER DRESS CARNIVAL
FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS
WOMEN'S RAYON BRIEFS
3for $1.00
Pink Blue and Maize
Women's
$2.77
COTTON SKIRTS, special
WOMEN'S BLOUSES,
$2.00
Crepes,Silk Prints and Ginghams .
111111BIMM

'PltiETON Lti;,DLR,

Pogo Twelve
IPIP:73.1110111114.•

laistiviified Ads

Census Tests Planned
In Marshall, Trigg

Tax Supervisors
Named For City
Council Ordel s Pm chase
Of New Pumps At
Hays' Spring

Kt iNIIUCkY

I

"to -

NOW AVAILABLE: 8-8-6 and 20 FOR SALE: Sixty deaeuble can.in Ow on Kentucky Lake,
percent 14110e9hatti. Immediate
close-in, in Lyon county. Pricdelivery, Mitchell Implement
ed to sell. Boat and bait availItc
31fS3.
Cu I `J
able. J. E. Layman, Eddyville,
nifin kennady wishNOT1,'I
4tp
ICY,
that he is moves !
by
A monument ‘‘d,
wit store, now
ing .
City
-on street, to the Mormons at
street. All my for the gulls
I, anl friend!, are in- their prayers VA iti1
to visit me in my new grasshopper scourge.
set
3tp
loci,toll.
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
FOR SALE: Wisconsin Choice
and Electrical Supplied, visit
Holstein and Guernseys; T. B.
Steam; and Kennedy Electric
tested and vaccinated for'shipService, 124 E. Main St., Phone
ping fever. Delivered on ap3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tic
proval to your farms in lots of
5 or more. 8 weeks old or
paint
—
will
SPOT
flat
RED
more-360 per head: 12 weeks
only $3.00 gal—in 12 matched
old-360 per head. Get your
colors with Semi-Glees or
order in for spring delivery
Parinollte finish. JOLNERS—
now. Write or wire Merlin J.
tic
your friendly hardware.
13tp
Rux, Muscoda, Wisc.

Washington,—(AP)—The Consus Bureau will give its 1950
census-taking plans several tryouts starting this Month.
Several spots across the nation
will be scenes for tests for questions and procedure to be used
next year in the cheek on population and agriculture. They In'.
elude: Kentucky—Marshall end
Trigg counties.

At Monday night's 'Council
meeting Henry Butler, George
Stenhens and J. S. Ledford were
named supervisors to review
city assessments listed by Assestor W. E. Jones. They will meet
and organize Thursday and may
remain in session two weeks. The
assessor will meet with the board
of supervisors.
A petition bearing the namesi
Ceremony Will Be
of six persons, principally occupants of the Henrietta ApartSunday, May 29, In
ments, protesting the burning of
Butler Stadium
trash in the alley between South
Memorial services in the GolJefferson
South
Harrison and
Anniversary year of Veterden
stieets, was read and the matter
Foreign Wars will honor
ans
of
referred to the police departGold Star mothers, it has been
ment. The petition alleged smoke
announced by the poet here.
and small pieces of paper, someRay-Crider-McNabb Post will
times blazing blow in windows
observe Memorial Day at 4:15
and doors, creating a nuisence
o'clock Sunday afternoon, May
and a fire hazard.
29, in Butler High School staPurchase of two pumps to redium.
placce out-moded and worn out
Besides the tribute to Gold
pumps at Hays' Spring was. auStar mothers, honor will be
thorized. The purchase will engiven to all those who died in
tail an expenditure ipproxiservice and to deceased memmating $3,000, and wM take 90
bers of the post.
days for delivery.
A proposal to renew a franchise for electric service with
the Kentucky Utilities was presented by R. S. Gregory, local
manage of the K. U.
Four councilmen, Jake, JenkThe cancer drive, with some
ins, Stone and Vadlington, attended the session, with Mayor reports still to be turned in, has
gone over the top, Mrs. F. K.
Cash presiding.
Wylie, chairman, reported Wednesday Morning.
Barkley To Be Centre's
At that time about $1,054 had
Commencement Speaker
Danville, May 10—Alben W. been contributed, she said. The
Barkley, Vice President of the goal was $1,000.
The cancer campaign was the
United States, is to deliver the
address at Centre College's 126th fourth fund drive in Caldwell
Commencement exercisea Sun- county this year, and is the first
day, June 12, it has been an- to reach its quota, reports show.
Complete returns from the
nounced. The exercises are to
begin at 8:15 pen. in Centre's campaign should be available
next week, Mrs. Wylie said.
stadium.
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Memorial Services
Planned By VFW
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SERVICE
WHITEY'S
REDUCED—crepe, VISIT
DRESSES
STATION for Standard 011
spur's, gabardines, and gingservice
Efficient
Products.
hams. Sula and Eliza Nall. ltc
guaranteed; quick road service.
FOR SALE: 6 room house, 310 N. Phone 3981.
tic
Seminary St., 5 rooms, bath
20
NOW
6-8-0
and
AVAILABLE:
master
bedroom
downstairs, 1
percent phosphate. Immediate
up. New furnace, garage. Will
delivery. Mitchell Implement
make a nice home with income,
1 tc
Co., Phone 3183.
or good investment. Shown after 4 p. m. week days. Anytime
FOR
SALE;
Outboard
Motors
for
4tp.
Saturday and Sunday.
Cruiser control, shift to ScottAtwater. Warm up in neutral
ONE DAY radio service on all
shift to reverse and forward. 4
makes and models. Satisfac(Continued from Page One)
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
tory work at reasonable prices
mur, Edna Lou Duncan and
shift. Williams Texaco Service
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's RaPhyllis Jane Lisanby, blue, and
StationPlum and Main St.
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
Sue Dillingham and Ola Mae
Phone 2445.
tic
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tic
Clayton, red.
used.
new
and
PIANOS:
Both
Unit TV, semi-tailored dress—
The huge chunks in which
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main, raw steel emerge in the mill are
Charlotte Akers, first, $1; Daisy
52tp called ingots.
,Hapkinsville, Ky.
Dell Holt, second, 50 cents, and
Barbara Holloman, red ribbon
NOW AVAILABLE: 6-8-6 and
Unit V, evening dress—Anna
20 percent phosphate. ImmedNeal, $1.
iate delivery. Mitchell ImpleUnit V7, tailored suit—Jacqueltc
ment Co. Phone 3163.
line Shoulders, first, and Fay
COKE TO our special sale of
Young, second, $1.
dresses. Sula and Eliza Nall. Ito
Girls single demonstration,—
Sue Wadlington, first, $1, how to
AUTO GLASS: Sheet, safety
pack a school lunch; Eleanor
glass cut and installed in all
Crenshaw, second, homemade
cars. Williams Texaco Service
toys, 50 cents; Doris George, how
Station, Corner Plum & main
to make and use suds, blue ribtfe
Phone 557.
bon; Bonnie Lowery, sewing on
a -button, Hilda Villines, how to
make continuous binding, and
•-• •
Joyce Jarvis, how to make a
-`••
salad, red ribbons; Charlotte
C
e4-%
Akers, hemming a skirt; Anna
Rose Hill, how to set a table for
breakfast, and Linda Villines,
how to make a dustless dust
cloth, White ribbons.
Boys single d emonetration—
Seymore.
Boys team demonstration—
Pool and Wallace, first; Dwayne
Felker and Glen Roberts, second,
$1 each, how to build a range
poultry feeder. Water management division—Massey and Lod,ry, first, Gaydon Mitchell and
0 what is right,71
Jerry White, second, $1 each,
contouring, and Hodge
and
t
stay on the road
Adams, third, 50 cents each, terracing.
Judges were Miss Mae Kathand we'll promise not in
ryn Blackford, home demonstration agent, and Wade Graham,
Norry about you
county soil assistant, both of Eddyville, . and Ralph A. Nelson,
--,)
county assistant in forestry,
Princeton.
____.-----Prizes were furnished by .pe
TOMATO JUICE, Scott County
Chain Store Group of Princeton,
MI
46 oz. can
composed of J. C. Penney Corn- I
CANDY
BARS, popular variety
pany, Great Atlantic and Paci6 for
fic Tea Company, two Red Front
Stores and McElroy Five and
NAVY BEANS, choice hand picked
Ten Cents Store.
10 lbs. for

Ratliff Hdwe. Co., Princeton
T. R. Akridge, Fredonia

with 12
!lents. Bee entre
were
to
!ler wbo w
e Sutler
re rate
i '
Petiton
to 750 Pi,
sulyertor
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Regulars Defeat Miss Shoulders
Cancer Campaign Calvert City, 10-3
Quota Topped

FARMS FOR SALE - -

SPECIAL!
125 Acre Farm, strong land, good 4-room
house, built-in porch, water in house, outbuildings all in good condition,.9 A. burley base, good
fences, plenty water. 3 mi. N. E. of Crider. A real
buy at

$4,250.00
One 3-acre tract, 3-room house, outbuildings
on Dawson Road. Only $1,100.00.
Also several other farms, houses and lots.

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate Agency
PHONE 2441

117 W. MAIN ST.

Princeton, Ky.

Princeton Regulars, behind the
three-hit pitching of Jim Pickens, out-slugged Calvert City
Sundey afternoon, 10-3, to chalk
up a win in their first game in
Twin-States League play. The
opener was played at Calvert
City. Pickens had 20 strike-outs.
The first six innings was a
pitchers' duel between Pickens
and Powell Smith, but in the
seventh the Regulars took a 5-2
lead, then scored five times in
the ninth. Calvert City's third
run was unearned.
Gene Sisk was leading hitter,
his bat accounting for three of
Princeton's nine hits. One of
blows was a triple in the big
ninth inning with two men on.
The first home game of the
Regulars will be 2:30 o'clock
Sunday afternoon Smithlando defending champion of the Eastern
division of Twin-States Leagues,
invades VFW park. Pitcher Pickens will be opposed by lefthander, Tiger Hiness.
Smithland is favored to land
on top the division again this
year.

Card Of Thanks
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our many friends and
neighbors for their kindness and
assistance during the recent illness and death of our beloved
father, J. W. Holleway, and to
the donors of the many beautiful floral offerings. We are most
grateful to the Rev. Mr. Collier
and the Rev. Mr. McDonald for
their consoling words.
May God comfort each of you
in hours of bereavement and
supply friends to help you bear
your sorrow is our prayer.
The Holloway Family
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH DEPT.

WOOD DRUG STORE

D

3 lbs. Fermate, DuPont _
2 lbs. Barmold(Blue Mold) _
1 lb. Phenothiazine
25c pt. Fly Funeral (DDT)
1 lb. Pest Master—wetable
powder, 50 percent DDT
1 lb. Smear 62
6 Pensticks, Penicillin For Mastitis
32 oz. Rex Wheat Germ Oil
1 lb. Globe Hog Tonic Powder

..
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1.50
1.00
2.50
6.00
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WOOD DRUG STORE
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PEACHES, Hunt's in hews
19(

Shortt Electric
Co.

93S:

FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain

Paint Special

$

PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
2 lb. jar

1

2.95 gal.
•The Government doesn't buy anything but the
best products.
• This paint was manufactured in 1942 according to government specifications.

51(

SHOE POLISH, Griffin, allwhite
large bottle

23(

• When the one-gallon pails are mixed on
Joiner's Electric Paint Mixer the paint becomes as fresh as the day it came from the
vat.
• Shop - - - compare - - - get Joiner's savings.
• Especially recommended for houses, barns,
fences, outbuildings, roofs, garages, etc.
• The gray color looks newer longer.

23 oz. jar

15(

fl

PEAS, Playfair, extra standard
20 oz. can
WATER GLASSES, Gay Nineties

11

dozen
LAUNDRY SLEACH, White Monday
gallon
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 lb. box
CORN, Pennysaver, white cream style,
country gentlemen, 19-oz. can...
SUGAR, Pure Cane
10 lb. bag.
dozen

From
ass Ex

3 for
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beau“
3, 1-1b. cans for ..

Become
Run For
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tall can
GALVANIZED BUCKETS
10 quart size
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POST TENS CEREALS,

PAPER FORKS or SPOONS
5 inch bowl shape, pkg.

JAR CAPS, Mason,zinc,

Sri„ ,

large 29 oz. can .

CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
49

APRICOT NECTOR, Everymeal

Government Surplus
Gray Paint

39
43f

41
11'
89
25(

10 packages for
ASPARAGUS, Rosedale, green & white
cut spears, 19 oz. can
ALUMINUM WRAPPING PAPER, Re)
folds, 25 foot roll
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
16-oz. can
PAPER PLATES, Savaday, waterproof
12, nhie inch, pkg.
DAISY CHEESE, full cream
Wisconsin, lb.
TOMATOES, Delmonico
19 oz. can
CORN, Sky High, cream style countrI 15(
gentlemen, extra standard, 19 (n. can
FRUIT JARS, Mason
dos. quarts 75e, dom. pt,
DOG FOOD, Red Heart
moist, 1 lb. can

1

MEAT SPECIALS

PICNIC HAM
TOMATOES, tube,
pound
CARROTS,Texas
pound

nape

two, and
excellent
Units, and
Ilents a
of these
r contes
About 2,1
1 In the

CHEWING GUM, all Sc varietie.
25(

25 lb. bag

Stewad Oil Company

$2.49
.60
1.00
.19

RED FRONT OFFERS

MM.

We are glad to join in the chorus of good
wishes for the personal success of each
of youYour great record as a class speaks for
itself. Your home town is proud of you—

Besides the
ed super
bani
exander,
Stone, cl
clarinet;
t; Bobb
and J
trio; Pa
• Do
Mary
Id; Mar
solo,

Swift's Premium, shankless, 3 to 5 lb.
average, lb.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

15f

NEW POTATOES
10 lbs. for 55e, lb.
CUCUMBERS, Hot House
pound

BANANAS,large ripe,
lb. 141
/
2e, 8 lbs.

29f

JOINER'S

Red Front Stores

Your Red Spot Paint Store

Listen to "Bing Sings” Daily
WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky.,
Week Days

11
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